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Introduction

This book is intended as a collection of significant and

diverse experiences concerning the use of computers in
mathematics education, at middle and secondary school levels.

Computers have been regarded for the last ten years as one

of the most promising factors that can influence education, and

many projects both within the European Community and

elsewhere have been carried out to study, their educational

potential and implications. Quite sophisticated investigations

have been reported in mathematics education research

journals and congresses. Many proposals have been put

forward in teachers' periodicals and meetings. But little is
known about what is really happening in the field. What is

going on in the classrooms? Are there many teachers actually

using computers? What are they doing?
The experiences asser..oled in this collection are first of all

classroom experiences. In this work, we were not interested in

looking at research conducted in laboratories, usually with

fairly contrived tasks and very small groups. On the contrary,

we wanted to know what is happening in the actual scene of the

teaching/learning process.

1
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Introduction

Some of experiences are based on the collaboration in
innovative projects of teachers, teacher educators, curriculum
supervisors, and university researchers. Other experiences,
however, derive mainly from the initiative of the teachers
themselves. In all cases we aimed at experiences in which the
teacher played a clear significant role, expecting that it could
encourage other teachers to try similar or different experiences
of their own.

The book is thus aimed at a large public. It should be of value
to all practicing teachers interested in present day educational
applications of computers. Of course, it should be also of
interest to inspectors, curriculum supervisors, teacher
educators, preservice teachers, etc., in short, to all those who
are concerned with the teaching and learning of mathematics.

Deliberately, the descriptions of the experiences avoid the
use of a dense technical language and do not attempt to explain
all the intricacies of the software and hardware used. It is
expected, however, that the information given will be more than
sufficient to allow the reader to understand what was
happening in every case.

This book was also for us an opportunity to carry out an
informal survey of the current situation in European countries,
in which there is a variety of school systems and curricular
orientations (some more sympathetic towards computers than
others). We hoped that speaking with a good number of
teachers and seeing classes in operation would help in
identifying what are the key pros and cons of the different
approaches and in devising the main lines of the most likely
future developments.

2



Introduction

The Case Studies

The case studies presented in this book come out of a
selection made from a larger number of experiences. We were

conterned that the selections would have significant curricular
implications. Fortunately that was true in most of the case
studies and the illustrative interest of the activities and the
availability of detailed and precise data become the major
selection criteria.

The cases were organized in four main groups, three of them

related to existing curriculum areas and another to new topics
likely to become important in the future. Within each group
they are ordered increasingly by the grade level of the students

involved.
The first group of cases deals with experiences on geometry,

using both educational software and the Logo language, in a
variety of ways, in grades 5 to 10. Reversing a declining trend
that was apparent since the sixties, geometry is getting a
renewal of attention. The graphical capabilities of present day
microcomputers make them a very suitable medium of work for

this subject through the creation of specific microworlds. A

common feature of these case studies is the active involvement
of the students in problem solving and investigational
mathematical tasks.

The first case study refers to a year long experience
conducted by two middle school mathematics teachers Maria
Jose Delgado and Helena 13'arto lo, with their fifth grade
students. With both PC compatible computers and 8 bit
machines, Logo was successfully used in a quite free and
unstructured way to explore the geometric concepts of the
curriculum.

3



Int roduct ton

Case study 2 relates the work of another middle school
teacher, Jean Cesar, in France, with seventh grade students.
Using Logo, he developed a microworld called INTERDIM, to
study 3-dimensional geometry, as a natural extension to
curriculum topics. The students worked in groups,
constructing Logo procedures to draw and manipulate objects
in space.

The next case study refers to an experience carried out in
cooperation by a a university mathematics educator, Joao Filipe
Matos, and a secondary school mathematics teacher, Isabel
Amorim. Logo was used in remedial classrooms to construct
specific microworlds to support students' investigations. it is
particularly significant how these eighth grade students,
usualy regarded as poor achievers lost for mathematics, got
involved with enthusiasm and showed a positive attitude
towards this kind of work.

ease study 4 describes the work carried out by a secondary
school mathematics teacher, Adelaide Lister, with mixed ability
ninth grade classes. In a group of four lessons the students
were introduced to several educational games meant to develop
the concepts of vectoi and translation. The scarcity of
computers made it necessary to find alternative tasks for some
of the students, who took their turns at the computer, an
arrangement that has been seen also in other experiences.
According both to the teacher and the students this was a very
positive and rewarding activity.

Another case study describes the work carried out in a
secondary school in the countryside of Portugal, under the
leadership of Manuel Saraiva, a university teacher educator. It
involved two tenth grade classes using a tool constructed in
Logo for exploring and solving problems in analytic and vector

4
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geometry. The tasks were presented to the students in
worksheets, discussed aad worked in groups, and finally object

of a written report.
Another group of case studies includes those that have to do

with arithmetic number concepts. statistics, and probability.
These experiences explore the possibilities of the computer to
work with numbers and to simulate random events.

One case in this group describes the work led by Adrienne
Ashworth. In England, on the concept of probability, using an
easy to learn computer spreadsheet with sixth grade students.
This experience involved all the teachers and students at this
grade of the school, with the interesting feature that only a
small number of computers were used in each class.

Case study 7 concerns a small but quite interesting and
easy to use piece of software, Trinca-Espinhas, an educational

game available in different kinds of computers. The reported
experience comes from a curriculum development project,
MAT789, and was carried with seventh grade students, but the
program is widely used with middle and secondary school
mathematics classes. It deals mainly with the concepts of
number, divisor, and prime. In this case the program was
intended to develop a better number sense, to stimulate
problem solving strategies, and to develop capacities of group

work, discussion, and written communication.
The next case study refers to another experience carried out

by Adrienne Ashworth and her colleagues, now with a seventh
grade class. Data handling and statistical concepts were the
focus of attention in this work, in which a data base was used.
This activity, which was regarded as highly successful with the

students. led the teachers to consider a wide range .Jf ideas for

5
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future exploration.
The third group of case studies includes those that deal with

one of the most important topics in the traditional secondary
school mathematics curriculum: the concept of numerical
function and its graphical representation.

Case study 9 describes the use of a tutorial program
specially developed for the teaching of trigonometric functions,
carried on in the Netherlands by an interdisciplinary team led
by H. J. Smid with tenth grade students. This program was
developed as a specific response to the difficulties felt by the
teachers in teaching this topic.'

The next case concerns the use of the program VU-
GRAFIEK, a piece of software specially. designed to study
functions and graphs and promote an introduction the
fundamental ideas of calculus. This program, which is rather
esay to use, was developed by Piet Van Block land, in the
Netherlands and is commonly used throUgh high school. The
experience here reported refers to a tenth grade class, in which
the use of the program enabled the clarification of some
common misconcetions and stimulated the students to extend
the exploration of some of the situations further than their
teachers' expectations.

Case study 11 describes a full year long experience carried
out by two Portuguese secondary school mathematics
teachers, Susana Carreira and Georgina Tome, who worked in
different schools. They used a spreadsheet supported by
worksheets as a basic resource to introduce through
problematic situations most of the el 'enth grade mathematics
curriculum topics, including sequences, limits, algebraic and
trigonometric functions, and derivatives.

The last case in this group refers to a series of experiences

6
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undertaken in several English schools on an initiative of a

NCET project coordinated by a university mathematics
educator, Kenneth Ruthven. The pocket calculators used have

quite sophisticated graphical and programming capabilities,
making them hard to distinguish in this respect from common
microcomputers. This sort of technology, by its potentialities,
price, ease of transportation, and highly personal nature, may
become very significant in a near future in mathematics
education.

Finally, the fourth group includes case studies that deal
With new topics or new approaches to the mathematics
curriculum. Two of them refer to modelling and the other report

experiences combining mathematics and computer science
concepts.

One of such cases describes an experience carried under the

leadership of Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg, within a curriculum
development project supported by the University of Osnabruck,

in Germany. It aimed at the introduction of an algorithmic
approach in the mathematics curriculum and used a
simulation program for a Register-machine. This activity,
which went along for the full academic year, constituted a
sucessful introduction to new topics and ideas, such as the
notion of function of several variables, appeared to promote a
better understanding of usual concepts such as proportion,
percentage and the ability to deal with world problems.

Another case refers to a full year long experience of
integrating informatics in the mathematics curriculum done in

Genoa, Italy, by a secondary school mathematics teacher,
Ivana Chiarugi, with the cooperation of a university research
group led by Fulvia Furinghetti. Topics usually presented in
introductory computer science courses were taught to the

7
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students, as well as notions of operating systems and the use
of a spreadsheet. The main idea behind this experience was to
use the notion of function as a unifying concept and to
introduce the study of algorithms.

Case study 15 refers to an activity using a special modelling
language, VU-DYNAMO, within a government project in the
Netherlands. The students, at eleventh grade, worked for about

u lessons on modelling activities on the dynamics of systems
of different kinds, including linear and exponential growth and
decay. and discussing issues such as stable and unstable
equilibrium states.

The final case study presented in this book describes an
experience carried out in a group of five lessons in Belgium by a
secondary school mathematics teacher, Gerda Timmermans.
The twelveth grade students who were involved worked in
groups of two in modelling activities concerning real world
situations. They used the program Math Cad, with special files
specifically designed for this activity. The main idea was to use
the program to do the calculations and let the students devote
most of their time to reason about the situations and discuss
the related mathematical concepts.

Characteristics of the Software

In these case studies we see in use a mostly uniform kind of
hardv-ire (PC compatible computers), but in contrast a large
spectrum of kinds of software.

Some programs can be classified as belonging to the most
traditional family of educational software, including
educational games (cases 4 and 7) and tutorial-practice
programs (case 9). These programs, when well designed, are

8
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not difficult to integrate into the curriculum and may serve
valuable educational goals.

However, these programs are often of a limited scope. The
reported experiences show how this may be overcome, devising

rich and powerful educational situations. In cases 4 and 9, since

the students were working in pairs, there naturally emerged a

dynamic of discussion and reflection. In case 7, the fact that
students were stimulated to write down and discuss strategies,

created a highly participative and reflective atmosphere, much

more involving than what would have been achieved with the

simple running of the program. As this case shows, in using
educational software, it is often of prime importance what is
done before and after its actual use by the students.

In the case studies is also represented the use of

programming languages, in a variety of situations.
Programming activities were arried in Logo (cases 1 and 2),

Pascal (case 14), and in special program simulating a Register

machine (case 13). The programming language Logo was also

used as a support for the elaboration of specific microworlds,

namely geometrical environments (cases 2 and 3) and a
geometrical tool (case 5).

Programming activities have been proposed for a long time

as deserving a role in the mathematics curriculum, given the

growing importance of the algorithmic aspects in mathematics.
This process is just very slowly moving forward. Logo got a
place in some countries in an early stage of the mathematics
curriculum, but it is more valued by its geometrical features

rather than by its programming capabilities.
Microworids have also been argued for by a number of

writers. The proliferation of microworids and the possibility of

9
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designing and continuously modifying microworlds to serve
the students' process of construction of knowledg seems
attractive to many creative teachers. However, making
microworlds certainly requires a lot of work and expertise, if
they are to work properly.

General purpose programs, namely spreadsheets and data
bases, were also used (cases 6, 8, 11 and 14), remarkably with
quite different grade level students. These kind of programs
have been extensively used in many countries, namely due to
the scarcity of alternative software. As these cases show, there
are places of the curriculum were they naturally fit, although
requiring in some instances supplementary written support
materials (and some creativity from the teacher).

Four of the experiences (cases 5, 10, 15 and 16) suggest the
potential of a new generation of educational programs which is
just emergingthe subject oriented flexible tools. MathCad is a
program with many mathematical functions, being specially
useful to perform numerical calculations. VU-GRAPHIEK is a
function graph plotter with a lot of extre capabilities.
LOGO.GEOMETR1A is a tool to work on classical geometry
constructions and problems. VU-DYNAMO is a language
designed to model real world situations. These programs
combine the subject specificity with the open ended character of
the general purpose software tools. Several new programs of
this kind have been recently announced and have not had yet
the time to make their way into the classroom. They may be
expected, however, to play an important role in mathematics
education in a near future.

10
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Innovation in the Teaching and Learning Process

The experiences described in this book have different origins

and nature. Some are mainly driven by research, curriculum
development and teacher education projects (cases 2, 3, 5, 7, 9,

10, 12, 13, 14 and 15). Others were carried by initiative of the
teachers themselvs (cases 1, 4, 6, 8, 11 and 16). Many of them

combine aspects of an external intervention with a high degree
of initiative and responsibility from the teachers involved.
However, in all the cases we see traces of a quite profitable
collaboration between teachers and other partners concerned
with the educational process.

Some of the experiences have a marked innovative character

in the teaching methods. Others rely mostly in existing
objectives and methodologies. All the experiences made strong

or at least partial use of group work. These were usually small

groups, with 2 to 3 elements, in which a variable degree of
autonomy was assigned to the students,

In some cases, problem solving and exploratory activities
were the focus of the project. In a few experiences, different
groups carried different activities at the same time in the same
class, what proved to be possible but required careful
management from the teacher.

In some of the experiences students had to develop their
skills of searching and interpreting information, both
regarding the tasks in which they were involved and the actual
functioning of the computers and the software. The Importance

of registering data and making records of the work done was
also stressed in a number of cases. These activities were the
starting point for lively and extended discussions, providing
the basis for a deeper process of reflection on the concepts and

11
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strategies used.
One of the most critical aspects concerning the use of

computers in mathematics education regards the patterns of
classroom organization.

Mathematics laboratories are necessary in most cases for
introducing a large number of students to the use of a single
program. The free access to computers, in a informatics room
or a resource centre, is indispensable if they are to be regarded a
normal working tool. One computer in the classroom may be
useful for demonstrating a particular idea or method or to
make a quick test of a conjecture. It may be possible to combine
several types of organization: (a) computer laboratories, (b)
classroom, with no computers or just one or two, and (c) open
spaces such as informatics resource centres. However, most of
the reported cases used either a computer laboratory or a
reasonable number of computers. Still very little usage was
found for the classroom with one single or a very small number
of computers.

In all the experiences we see the computer making a positive
contribution to the teaching/learning process. The teacher
acquires new roles and modifies the relationship with the
students.

These, in turn, tend to become highly involved, develop new
skills and attitudes, engage in cooperative work, and become
more reflective.

Building up the Cases

Collecting data for this book was not an easy task. To locate
teachers using computers in mathematics education in a
organised way is harder than what it may seem in the first

12
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instance. In most cases, the teachers involved had some general
concerns, but had not clearly specified educational objectives
and learning strategies. Quite rarely there were organised
accounts of students' work and a general evaluation of the
experience suitable for communication to a wider audience.

An effort was made to identify relevant experiences in
countries within the European Community through contacts
with ministries of education, Euryclee Centres, universities and
other institutions with programs on curriculum development,
research, or training of mathematics teachers, teachers
participating in international meetings in mathematics
education and teachers that we knew as activite on the field. The
cases reported were build from those who responded to our
requests.

They are described having as much as possible the teacher
in mind. Most attention is given to the educational objectives,
the materials used and to the roles of the teachers and the
students involved. Whenever they are related to research
projects no detailed information is given on their objectives,
instruments and specific results.

This project was carried out with the financial support of the
European Community. The collection of data and writing of the
case studies was carried by the project team, composed by Jodo
Pedro Ponte, Eduardo Veloso and Fernando Nunes. General
advice concerning the selection of cases and the style of the
reporting was provided by a project steering committee, which
included Sylvan Courtois, from Belgium, Alan Greenwell, from
the United Kingdom and Luis Balbuena, from Spain. Alan
Greenwell was also most helpful in his editorial support.

There was a concern for including a large variety of uses,

13
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exemplifying different educational approaches, illustrating as
much as possible significant roles of the computer in
mathematics education. However, time acted as a limiting
factor. It would have been interesting, for example, to have
included case studies relating a more straightforward use of
Logo, programming activities in BASIC, or adventure games.
We are quite sure that in these and other areas many
additAnal interesting experiences may also exist. For some of
them we even got preliminary data, unfortunately insufficient
to write an acceptable case study.

We hope, however, that the cases described in this book
illustrate what is happening in the most innovative and
enthusiastic schools. The use of the computer in mathematics
education is not just somethig that is advocated from the
outside. It already has a clear place in the field. And although
there are many questions still to be answered, and many
developments yet to come, it seems to be making a definite and
worthwhiic. difference for the teachers and the students
involved.

14
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Case Study 1 LOGO in the Mathematics Classroom

LOGO in the Mathematics Classroom

1. The school

The activities described in this case study took place in the
preparatory school (5th and 6th grades) Almirante Gago Couti-

nho.
The school is situated in the middle of an area of private

houses, built fourty years ago in the border of the town of Lisbon.

Now the town has expanded and the school and the villas are not

far from the center of Lisbon. but it remains isolated from the busy

streets by that wall of private villas, inhabited by old people with

no children. So a large number of pupils come from distant
quarters where there is an excess ofstudents in the local school.

The teachers are also relatively old in the school, and the
renewal of the body of teachers is slow.

In 1986/87 the school was selected to belong to the national

project for the integration of new technologies in the Portuguese

primary, middle and secondary schools (Project Minerva), in
connection with the Higher School of Education of Lisbon. The

preparation, execution and evaluation of the project resulted from

the initiative and effort of two teachers of the school, with some su-

pport from the colleagues and also from the School of Education.



Case Study 1 LOGO in the Mathematics Classroom

In the year 1986/87 these two teachers worked with pupils in
the informal setting of the Informatics Club. They used LOGO,
Word Processing and Art Studium (a graphics software). During
this work, the teachers saw how active and interested pupils
became when they were faced with interesting problems and
challenges, and were allowed to develop some open acivities with
computer and LOGO. This was a major factor in their decision to
carry on the experience with LOGO in the classroom next year.

2. Aims

The main objectives of this experience were the following:
a) To create in the classroom an environment favourable to

learning, where the children feel at ease to express their ideas, to
acquire an independent capacity for reasoning and to build their
proper knowledge.

b) To help the children to gain appropriate habitudes for
problem solving, such as

- to select and organize the necessary information and data
to clarify the objectives of the work to do or of the problem to

solve
- to try different strategies and to choose the most adequate to

the problem at hand
- to criticize the solutions and evaluate the outcomes.

3. Material and Resources used

3.1 Hardware

Computers used in these activities were: three Amstrad PC

2 r.
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Case Study 1 LOGO in the Mathematics Classroom

1512 monochromatic ...rid two Timex Spectrum.

3.2 Computer Softwa

IBM LOGO and Sinclair LOGO

3.3 Other materials

The activities of the pupils were based mainly in worksheets
prepared by the teachers or adapted from suggestions included in

a handbook written in Portuguese.

4. Overview and Curricular Context

a) This experience consisted in the using of the LOGO language

in the mathematics classroom during the two and third terms of
the academic year 1987/88. The first term was used to help create
good habitudes of group work among the children.
b) Problem solving was also a main concern, and for the whole

year 5 to 10 minutes of each lesson has been explicitly dedicated

to this kind of activity.
c) Problem solving and LOGO were used sometimes to introduce
and develop curriculum contents and some other times to expand

and complement the curriculum.
d) Three 5th grade classes with 24/25 children and two teachers
were involved in the project. One teacher had two classes and the
other had one but the planning and preparation of materials were

made as a team work.

19
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Case Study 1 LOGO in the Mathematics Classroom

5. Description of activity

5.1 Teaching and Learning Styles

a) Children worked in groups of four or five. Tile groups were
formed freely by the pupils but some changes have been necessary
later on.
b) There was one table for each group in the middle of the room.
At the back of the room, turned to the wall, there were tables for
the computers.
c) In two of the three classes, the teachers were able to join two of
the four weekly 50 minutes periods allowed for the discipline of
mathematics For the second and third terms of the year, two
lessons each week were dedicated to the learning of geometry, with
the help of the I. imputer and of the LOGO turtle geometry.
d) During these two hours, children worked in groups of two at the
computer. There were not enough computers for every pupil, so
the rest of the children developed parallel activities using other
materials, like the geoboard.
c) In the beginning only the four main commands of turtle
geometry were taught to the children. New commands were
introduced naturally as soon as they were needed to solve a
problem or build a procedure.

5.2 Record of activity

Follows a selection of activities proposed to the children. They
correspond to the proposals usually used in LOGO, with children
of this age level, after a peried of open experimentation with the
main commands of the language.

id I
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A.
1) Imagine a procedure that makes the following drawing

2) Try your procedure. If the drawing is not what you expected,
change the procedure and try again.

3) Using the procedure for a equilateral triangle, make a new
drawing.

B.
1) Make a procedure to make a diamond

21
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2) Record the measures of the angles you used.

I

3) Try to relate the measures of the angles of the diamond.

4) Using the procedure for the diamond, make a new drawing
at your own choice.

C.
1) Write procedures for making the following figures:

9,
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2) To make the squares, you used different procedures, each

one with a different input to the command FD. Using a variable,

you can make one procedure to draw all the squares. To see how

this can be done, discuss it with your teacher.

3) Using the new square procedure with a variable, repeat the

drawing of the squares.

4) Write a procedure with a variable to draw equilateral

triangles.

D.
1) Imagine procedures to make drawings using the same figure

again and again, but with different dimensions. For instance

E.
1) Make a procedure to draw figures like the following stars
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6. Conclusions

The activities with turtle geometry seem most appropriate for
this level of scolarity. Children work with enthusiasm, engage
often in discussions, develop the habitude of advancing argu-
ments and do not show the passivity that characterizes other so
called learning situations.

Computer activities with LOGO are well suited for group work.
They are also a natural source for problem solving situations and
for practice on developing and comparing strategies.

In this grade doesn't seem to e)dst a large incompatibility
between the curriculum and this mode of using computers in the
mathematics classroom. In any case, it must be said that some
minor contents of the curriculum were not taught and also some
computational skills were not developed to the level that is
possible to attain in the normal courses.
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The Logo Turtle in 3D-Geometry
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The Logo Turtle in 3D-Geometry

1. The School

Like all the French Colleges the secondary school of Jean-
Jacques Rousseau at Voujeaucourt has students from the 7th
grade to the 10th grade 6 e to 3 erne according to the

French system with age ranging from 12 to I6 years old.

Voujeaucourt is a village situated in the suburbs of
Montbeliard, a town famous for a strong automobile industry.
The pupils' social background is very much marked by this fact
although there is a mixture of professions among pupils'
parents.

The school, which is 17 years old, has about 800 pupils,
coming from 8 surrounding villages, and 60 teachers. It is a
comprehensive school with mixed ability classes with the
average of 24 pupils. The computers are no longer regarded as
an innovation because they have been used by pupils since
1986. It was by that year that 6 teachers started to use
computers in their classes arid in different subjects such as
physics, biology, mathematics, history, geography. French and
English. Nowadays, the school owns 7 family computers and 9
Pc compatibles.
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Case Study 2 The Logo Turtle in 3D-Geometry

2. Aims

2.1. Improve students' skills in spatial geometry.
2.2. Relate different representations of the same geometri-

cal object plane representations, drawings in perspective and
three dimensional models.

2.3. To allow pupils to foster curricular stated skills in doing
geometrical constructions and drawings, and working in
problem solving.

2.4. To provide opportunities for a wider range of
approaches to geometry in space.

2.5. To give pupils a conceptual connection between plane
and space geometry.

3. Material and Resources Used

3.1. Hardware

In this experience 4 PC compatible mono-chromatic
computers with 512K RAM were used.

3.2. Software

The software used was a 3D Logo turtle named INTERDIM
(programmed on the Logoplus French version). This piece of
software is a Logo microworld programmed by Jean Cesar who
teaches at Voujeaucourt secondary school. The turtle, besides
the common Logo primitives such as FORWARD, RIGHT, etc,
enables the drawing of perspective views of 3D objects. To
perform this task a number of new procedures were added
allowing rotations about three perpendicular axes. It is also
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Case Study 2 The Logo Turtle In 3D-Geometry

possible to simulate the change of the position of the observer's

eye and its distance from the object.
The different rotations about the three axes are indicated

below, along with the corresponding English commands. The
original commands are based in French.

TURNRIGHT

TLJRNLEFT

ROLLRIGHT

ROLLLEFT

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

BEND PITCH

Various geometric materials were used, including
polyhedra models, small wooden turtles with the three axes,
and worksheets. Darer's windows, a device for perspectival
drawing, can also be used.

4. Overview and Curricular Context

The work with INTERDIM is included in the Logo Espace
project by the French Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports

and began in 1986/87. Also included in this project are
Euclide-Espace a geometrical tool for space geometry and

D3D a tool for technical drawing.
Besides mathematics classes, INTERDIM is used in other

subjects such as art and design.
Regarding mathematics, this software has been used with
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Case Study 2 The Logo Turtle In 3D-Geometry

students from 12 to 16 years old and is now used in five French
secondary schools spreaded throughout the country. Periodic
meetings have been held with the teachers involved in this
project to exchange opinions and review progress. Because the
materials are used in several grades and by a variety of
teachers, there are different ways of class organization and
methodologies. This description reports on the work in four 8th
grade classes at the secondary school of Voujeaucourt.

In France and at this level, there are three lessons per week
as far as mathematics is concerned. A fourth weekly lesson can
be held if the teacher presents to the school a scheme of work
that justifies this fourth lesson. It was during this lesson that
the work with INTERDIM was carried out.

5. Description of Activity

5.1.Teaching and Learning Styles

The activities lead to the study of concepts related to
polyhedra and foster pupils' spatial perception of three
dimensional objects. In order to achieve this goal, a
computational tool was used allowing accurate perspective
representations.

Although we are focussing on the use of computers and the
activities performed with them, the whole scheme of work
would not be significant without other kind of activities using
paper and pencil and other manipulative materials. The use of
this specific software has to be viewed as another way to deepen
pupils' understanding and must be linked to previous activities.

Most of the time pupils worked in groups of 2 or 3 in a
classroom with 4 computers and plenty of space for drawing
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and manipulation. The class had 8 groups but only 4 were
simultaneously in the same room. The space was necessary
because of the need to relate and compare what was going
outside and inside the computer. Pupils showed this need to
test and validate their assumptions.

Individual work, when performing certain tasks, was also
important and even homework was used.

The teacher had two major roles: assign the tasks and help
pupils, either when s/he was asked or when he felt it was
pertinent.

5.2. Record of Activity

After spending some lessons working with a Logo 2D turtle
in order to get acquainted with the computer and the basic Logo
procedures, pupils were asked to make, as homework, a turtle
with three perpendicular axes and a model of a prism, using
wood or other material.

3

Lesson 1 began with the following worksheet:

Place your turtle on your prism like it is shown below.
Write down the Logo commands corresponding to the turtle
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movements when it goes along the edges of face 1 followed by
the edges of face 2.

Obviously, pupils could not f:nd the way to describe the
shift from face 1 to face 2 using Logo commands, but they did it
well using their own words. After the pupils were asked to draw
on paper a perspective representation of the prismatic model
they had chosen. The task took lesEon 2 and in lesson 3
INTERDIM was introduced along with the basic primitives for
perspective representation.

Lesson 4 was devoted for programming the chosen shape
at the computer along with calculation of area and volume but
firstly the pupils were asked to draw the faces assembled in
order to get a plane representation of the surface. It took two
lessons to end this task.

While the pupils were programming, the teacher walked
around the room helping whenever necessary. Although the
pupils had already the object drawn on paper, some students
took time to understand the relationship between a
tridimensional object and its representation on the computer
screen.

In lesson 6, pupils were asked to forr:see the changes that

-
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Case Study 2 The Logo Turtle in SD-Geometry

will happen on the perspective representation resulting from a

rotation of the object, and to test their assumptions. For

example, after the pupils have taught the turtle to draw a prism

looking like the one drawn below, they were asked to preview
how would it look if a roll right - ROLLRIGHT 45 command

was given before.

A

First computer drawing

With paper and pencil the pupils tried to sketch the

perspectival view of the prism after this rotation of 45 degrees,

marking the former visible face:

:

Pupils' drawings

After they performed this task, the turtle was instructed to

do the same drawing, allowing the pupils to test the correctness

of their drawings.
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Final computer drawing

A similar study can be made with other polhyedra such as
pyramids or tetracubes. For example. one group tried to
assemble two tetracubes in order to get a larger cube.
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The pupils worked also with plane objects they had
programmed in Lugo such as boats, houses and alphabet
letters. Boats were given a third dimension in order to have
perspective representations. This can be seen in the figures
)clow:

rEj
l,..

6. Conclusions

Overall. pupils were proficient in using the software baste
facilities editing. saving and printing and had a good
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response towards the proposed activities and sometimes they
even proposed new developments based on the activities. In
general, they did not complain when they had to make
corrections or changes, which was a situation that often
occurred, showing persistence while performing their work. As
far as programming is concerned, some students showed
difficulties in writing Logo procedures.

It seems that for this kind of experiment four is the ideal
number of groups in the classroom because teachers, working
within this project in other schools, noticed that group-work
progressed slowly when six computers were in use. Computer
malfunction was another negative aspect that teachers involved
in the LOGO ESPACE Project in other schools reported,
saying that sometimes the hardliare proved to be unreliable.
This was most annoying when there were six or more groups
in the classroom.

Regarding the development of pupils' reasoning and spacial
skills, evaluation tests were carried out with a group of project
students and a comparison group in December 1986 (pre-test)
and May 1987. The same tests and methodology were repeated
by February 1988 (pre-test) and June 1988. From these
evaluation tests some conclusions can be drawn. statistically.
the project group had progressed more than the comparison
group. The best results, regarding progression, were observed
in the project students who had worst results in the pre-test
implying tlfat the significant results are among the pupils who
showedl.vck logical/spacial abilities.
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Case Study 3

Logo microworlds and Investigative
Approaches
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Logo Microworlds and Investigative Approaches

1. The School

Located in Lisbon, the secondary school D. Pedro V' was
founded 20 years ago and has students from the 7th grade to
the 12th grade. It is a large school with more than 4000 pupils.
Some of them are adults, about 1500, and follow their courses

at school during the night, after their everyday work.
Regarding pupils' social background, there is a wide variety

covering the whole range. All the classes are mixed ability as
happens in all Portuguese s,

Most of the 260 teachers permanent causing little change
from one year to another. Both pupils and teachers live near

the school.
The use of computers is widespread and began during the

academic year of 1984/1985. Since then, several activities were

developed using computers in various subjects such as
mathematics, biology, physics and languages. Mathematics
teachers played a prominent role in fostering these activities.
During the last years, various curriculum development projects

were carried out within mathematics classes,
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Case Study 3 Logo Microworlds and Investigative Approaches

2. Aims

2.1. To deepen concepts related to perimeter and area.
2.2. To increase pupils' skills in mathematical thinking and

mathematical communication.
2.3. To increase students appreciation of mathematics.
2.4. To provide students opportunities to perform

mathematical investigations.
2.5. To foster the capacity of students to deal with problem

solving activities.

3. Material and Resources used

3.1. Hardware

Six computers IBM Pc compatible with 512K RAM and
colour or mono-chromatic monitors.

3.2. Software

The Logo programming language has been often used in
several educational environments. The now famous turtle
geometry provides the setting for the activities developed within
this case study. Indeed, turtle geometry is the most popular
Logo feature. In the version used, the screen is divided in two
parts: the graphics screen, where a small turtle moves
according to the instructions which are written in the
command centre, the lower part of the screen. This is
illustrated on page 42.

Some Logo basic instructions are briefly described on the
next page in order to help understanding the procedures used
in these activities.
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Box 1

fd number moves the turtle forward a distance
of number.

rt degrees turns the turtle degrees to the
right.

repeat number list-to-run runs the list of instructions
list-to-run the specified number
of times.

if condition list-to-run if condition is true, list-to-run is
run, if it is false list-to-run is
ignored; condition can be the
result of a logical operation (or,
and, not).

A Portuguese Logo version built on Logo Writer 1.0 was used

to program a Logo microworld. Far from being complicated, this
microworld allows the investigation about the relation between
perimeter and area of rectangles. The first procedure sets a
fixed value for the perimeter of the rectangles to be drawn:

to perimetro :1 define a procedure called perimetro
which has an input value ( 1).

make 'p :L create a variable ( p) and assign it a
value ( I).

pr (se "Ba "Al "Ar) print on the screen the sentence
Ba AI Ar (stands for base, width and
ama).

end

The second procedure, after checking the input b, which
has to be a positive number, draws a rectangle with the fixed
perimeter and base equal to the input b. Note that insert list
prints the list content without moving the cursor to the next

41
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line and char 13 stands for a blank space.

to rect :b
if or :b = 0 :b < 0 [insert a can't use this value! Choose a positive
number.] insert char 13 stop)
if or :b = :p / 2 :b > :p / 2 (insert (I can't use this value! Choose a
smaller number.] insert char 13 stop]
repeat 2 [fd :p / 2 :b rt 90 fd :b rt 90]
pr (se :b :p / 2 :b :b (:p / 2 :b))
end

Ba Al Ar
60 40 2400
70 30 2100

PERIMETRO 200
RECT 60
RECT 70

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

Within this activity, pupils were given a worksheet. A full
description is given below, in point 5.2., Record of Activity.

4. Overview and Curricular Context

The activities within this case study were part of the Logo
and Mathematics Education Project which began in 1987/88
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and is currently coordinated by Joao Filipe Matos of the
Department of Education of the University of Lisbon. Its
activities have been developed in several secondary schools in
the Lisbon area. Both curricular and extra-curricular activities,
in grades 7th and 8th, were carried out by several teachers
within this project.

During the academic year of 1989/90 the project was
extended to the Secondary School D. Pedro V. The activities
described in this case study took place within an 8th grade
class and were conducted by Isabel Amorim. a teacher of the
school permanent staff. In this grade all classes have four fifty

minutes lessons per week.
It is important to note that half of the pupils were repeating

the 8th grade ; in Portugal, if the pupils do not achieve certain
results it is compulsory to enrol again in the same grade, and
15 years old was the age average, too high for this grade.
Mathematics played an important role in this lack of success.
Most pupils do not appreciate mathematics which is viewed as a

source of difficulties and a factor in future failures. An extra
fifth weekly lesson was agreed by the pupils and the teacher. In
Portugal it Is possible to have these extra curricular lessons
with pupils showing a low level of results. Usually the number of
students is smaller than in regular lessons. The pupils divided
in two groups, each one with 10 to 12 pupils, according to their

own schedule preferences. The first lesson was carried out
within this context while the second lesson took place in a
curricular lesson with the whole class.

Prior to these activities, the pupils' experience in using
computers was very limited. As far as mathematics is
concerned, only six pupils had worked with Logo in the former
academic year and the others have never used a computer
within mathematics lessons.
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Within this case study, the use of Logo has nothing to do
with programming techniques. Pupils used the procedures to
perform the activities and seldom showed the curiosity to look
at the program listing which was loaded as tools, a facility
which allows the loading of the program into the computer
memory without displaying the text on the screen.

5. Description of activity

5.1.Teaching and Learning Styles

Throughout the extra curricular lesson, the students
worked in groups of two or three at each computer. As stated
before there were 6 computers in the computer room. The
results from these activities were discussed during a regular
lesson in a whole class discussion.

Students were given the tools in order to investigate a
specific situation. They were free to try whatever seemed
suitable to find the responses. This freedom to explore and the
need to assess and discuss the consequences of decisions, is at
the core of this activity.

The teacher's role was mainly to help students particularly
when the difficulties were halting the students' progression
through the investigation and to provide suggestions, placing
new questions in order to encourage further investigative
developments.

5.2. Record of activity

After spending four extra curricular lessons to get
acquainted with basic logo commands and procedures,
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Instructing the turtle to draw regular polygons, at the
beginning of the lesson, pupils were given the following

worksheet:
AREA AND PERIMETER

The procedure RECT allows you to draw a rectangle with

given dimensions. For example, if you type PERIMETRO 200,
the perimeter of the rectangles to be drawn will have the
constant value of 200. If you type RECT 20, a rectangle with
base 20 and perimeter 200 will be displayed on the screen as
well as the values for its linear dimensions and area.

Using the procedures PERIMETRO and RECT, try the

following:
PERIMETRO 200
RECT 10
RECT 20
RECT 30
Try other values and write down. the results on the table:

PERIMETRO = 200

AREABASE

10

20
30

40

50

60

70
80

90

ALTURA
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1. What do you notice about the area? Can you explain how the
area changes?
2. Which are the values for the rectangle giving the maximum
area? Try with several values for the perimeter and table the
results.
3. What are the connections between perimeter and area?
Write down your own conclusions.

Students gave different inputs and observed the resulting
rectangles, comparing the printed values variation and writing
them on the table and they answered question 1. Only one
group tried values not listed in the table.

By means of illustration here are some students' responses:

i-Ek IME FRO = 200

CASE ALTURA AREA

10 /D WO

20 e 0 1600
30 10 ?too
40 6 c Itt00
50 10 1300
60 tv 2 000
70 30 2100
80 177 I 6o 0
90 i o 400

..urargn. f.agt Came

1-15,1HETRO = 2o0

BASE ALTURA AREA

10 50 oo*
20 40 U.00
30 70 2. 1 00
40 e0 2-40,)
50 s0 S

Go o tio0
70 - 10
80 Z 0 16 oo
90 0

is(Gye - ti i5
11Ns4C.1,_

b4u e a airva.k

( It is variable according to the base and width)

DO
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s 40Foks du. (D,Tle sao C.-t-u-7 80..),2ceswtoo 54
A 0,,s2 c, avarykirf ICJ esi2 ke0i S tl3h.rnOU a di tyn mu; hqg

q 00 azda.
2 Sao

( Area values are: width x base. Firstly, area increases from 900

to 2500 and then decreases from 2500 to 900)

In order to answer question 2., pupils carried on the
activities experimenting with values chosen by themselves.
While some pupils tried several experiments, with different
perimeter values, without a clear goal, others just made one or

two trials to prove the assumption suggested in the previous
question.

DCIZ?0,
S*2 Ci21

ti

1.C-)Q1 1. VIY1 VS..6.1

i- A' f
5 t-tE Z-Ze

_Jo 40ic 35
o e 30

_5-2s-.
6 00

ZS z.5 G-z.:

--,,b 2O (NCO
_

s- 5 2C-:
_

,3 0 i
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'' 1 c . --,-)c- (

ve-Iti evelo = too

e:Gssz. Alum A bkg,

i. gS Scl
13 a* I.-sal.

5 4.5 5e ,45

435 4 103
ct cm-rremouico

sca ms 4 'as
li ca & 4 cs

It3 6 24.5
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.i 45 EIS
10 40 WO
-,S ls ,5Z 5
qa 30 600
?5 .'5 615
30 601) I
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;vorn cb o ciQr eD io socdy,acc,

(...when the rectangle is a square)

Peczi.riertio IQ

ba ,42 nn

I
4q KY

15 15
525
tc00
ts "LSz5

30 is oo
Lick

%/arid° a. brio. e Ci& 02

(when the base equals the width)

In answering question 3 the pupils showed some difficulties.
They felt confused and did not understand exactly what they
were asked for. Almost every group required the teacher's help
but most of them managed to wrote down their own
conclusions:

A rectangle has maximum area if the base is equal to the
width.

Using a fixed perimeter. the area increases or decreases
according to the base changes ...area increases until it reaches
the shape of a square.

Because is the same perimeter, when the base increases
the area decreases and after it is the opposite.

The lesson with the whole class provided opportunities to
deepen the concepts within the activities as well as a discussion
about the methodology and how pupils related to it. Group work
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was an aspect that the students liked most. As one pupil stated:

... to give our opinion and discuss it, seeing what is best we

learned to relate our ideas with others."

While performing the activities, only one group felt the need

to use decimal numbers. As they claimed in the whole class
discussion:

"We have tried with decimals, to see if we got a square...
Because we did not know when it changesfrom a rectangle to a

square."

The variable was viewed as discrete and, except for the group

referred to above, all the pupils used integers for the input
values.

6. Conclusions

Both observations made by the teacher and opinions
expressed by the pupils provided information concerning these

activities.
According to pupils' opinions, there were several reasons

that kept them interested to the activities. The use of
computers, a new technology which is widespread in the real

world, and the opportunity to do "independent" work, that is,

they were free to plan and experiment whatever they thought it

was suitable without the usual teacher's role at the centre of the

whole lesson, were evaluated as important features pervading
the activities. As one student said "... this kind of work is
appealing even to students who dislike mathematics. We find it

more interesting and have the will to try harder.".
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There was, as expected, much interaction between the
elements of each group and even between groups and group
work was another positive aspect the pupils noticed: "to give
our opinions and be able to discuss them with our partners, to
see what it is better relating our views with others".

Pupils were not familiar with group work and with
investigations of this kind, so in the beginning they showed
some natural difficulties. One of them had some hesitation
when choosing perimeter values for subsequent trials.

The level of enthusiasm, while performing the activities, was
great. This is clearly stated in the following comment:
"Although we got the wrong answer we tried again and again,
because we had the curiosity of discovering...".

It is important to state that the concepts underlying the
activities rectangle, square, perimeter, area.... - were not new to
pupils, These concepts were supposed to have been studied in
previous years. However, the teacher thinks that these
activities fostered the pupils' understanding. For example, the
first conclusion drawn by one pupil was that "base times width
is equal to the area of the rectangle". Some pupils were puzzled
when, following the instruction REM' 50 (for perimeter 200) a
square was 'mum by the turtle. This led to a discussion about
squares and rectangles. It was agreed by the pupils that a
square may be viewed as a special rectangle with four congruent
sides.

Overall. it can he said that the students liked these activities
and showed a positive attitude. There are clear indications
proving this: the enthusiastic way In which pupils worked,
either within their groups or during the whole class discussion,
the views they expressed and their wish to keep on doing
mathematical activities in similar contexts. This wish was

r,
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fulfilled since they performed, throughout the year, more
activities using an Investigative approach.

Last, but not the least, it is important to underline that
some pupils who were "lost" for mathematics, worked in a
pleasant manner and gained an appreciation towards this
subject.
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Learning Vectors Using Computer Games

1. The School

Rooks Heath High School is a mixed Comprehensive School

located in South (farrow, an area in the northern suburbs of
London.

The origins of the school go back to 1812, when It was first
founded. In 1974 it got the present name and organization.

The school has about 800 pupils, from the whole social and
ability range. There Is also a mixture concerning religion.
Although most of the pupils were born in England, there is a

significant percentage 40 'Yu and rising - of students with
Asian origins. The pupils arc twelve to sixteen years old
corresponding to 7th grade to 10th grade. The whole teaching
staff has near 60 members, mostly young teachers. and the
Department of Mathematics, a compulsory subject within all
grades, has five teachers.

During the first two years in school, the curriculum is the

'me for all students. At the end of the second year in school,
preparation Is made for more specialised areas of study. The
pupils may choose from a range of optional subjects. Most of
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them work towards the General Certificate for Secondary
Education (GCSE) examinations which are usually taken at the
end of the last year in school.

As stated in its Aims and Objectives, the school has
embarked upon a reappraisal of its curriculum in response to
developments in modern technology and changing patterns of
employment. In this document several objectives refer the
development of pupils' skills in the handling, interpretation
and analysis of information as well as to the use of available
technological equipment. At the present time, the school has an
IT (Information Technology) room with ten computers which
can be used by every class. In addition there are six computers
in the mathematics department.

2. Aims

The activities described in this case study were carried out
within 9th grade classes and address mathematical concepts
related to displacement vectors:

2.1. To understand displacement vectors and their
representation by column vector.

2.2. To be able to identify equivalent vectors.
2.3. To understand the use of vectors to describe

translations.
2.4 To provide pupils training in operations on vectors such

as addition and multiplication by a scalar.
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3. Material and Resources Used

3.1. Hardware

Four computers were used within the activities: three BBC

and one RM Nimbus. The BBC computers are quite common in
the United Kingdom. They are not IBM compatible. Nowadays,
the RM Nimbus is replacing the older BBC's and although they

are not quite PC compatible they are similar to them in several

aspects.

3.2. Software

Within these activities, the pupils played three educative

games, Navigation, Treasure Ilunt and Race, very easy to use.
Essentially, the games are alike as they all aim at the same goal

which is the learning of displacement vectors. In every game,

the player moves a mark entering the coordinates of a vector.
The mark will move according to the translation defined by this

vector.

hot
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TREASURE HUNT
There Is a treasure
hidden on the screen.
You have to find It. The
distance to the treasure
is displayed in a
cold-hot scale.
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NAVIGATION

Drive the boat from a to b.
Be careful and do not hit
the obstacles.

RACE

See If you can beat your
colleague. Do not cross
the borders or else you
will stand at the same
spot.

b
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3.3. Other Supporting Materials

Worksheets, elaborated by the teacher, were used by the
pupils within these activities. Besides the teacher's own ideas,
these worksheets included questions drawn from a GCSE exam
paper (Midland Exam Board) and from a 9th grade textbook
(SMP textbook. Cambridge University Press).

4. Overview and Curricular Context

Regarding the school, the 8th grade classes arc mixed
ability the 9th grade classes are from two different
abilities (yellow or blue). 1 he activities described In this case
study concern the work done within 9th grade classes (the
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third year in the school) from both abilities and with an average

of 24 pupils per class. These activities were proposed by

Adelaide Lister, a teacher in Rooks Heath High School, and are
currently performed in every 9th grade class.

Pupils arrive at this grade with some experience of using

computers in mathematics lessons because the scheme of

work, followed by every mathematics teacher, includes in the

8th grade the use of spreadsheets to investigate, for example,

numerical patterns, and Logo to study the concepts of ratio
and proportion. Logo is also used in the 9th grade to deepen

pupils' concepts related to angles. Computers are used as well

in the 10th grade. Both the IT room and the computers
assigned to the teaching of mathematics have been used.

As stated before, mathematics is a compulsory subject.

Grade 9 is the first year that has optional subjects, which take

more than 40 % of the lessons. Vectors are a curricular item for

this grade and the activities, regarding this case study, took
place at the beginning of the academic year during three
lessons of one hour.

5. Description of Activity

5.1. Teaching and Learning Styles

The activities lead to the study of concepts related to

vectors in order to foster pupils' understanding on this matter.

Although only three lessons were dedicated to explore this

subject, there was a variety of working method!,. Pupils worked

in groups or Individually and sometimes there were
explanations by the teacher to the whole class. In this case, the

rig
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blackboard or a large computer screen were used. Besides the
three programs described above, the software has an item in
the initial menu allowing the teacher to introduce column
vectors.

The class was separated into three parts, each one using
the computers during one lesson on a rotating basis while the
others were answering the questions on the worksheets. The
pupils to work with the computers at each lesson were choosen
at random. At the computers, pupils worked in groups of two,
and on the worksheets the paper and pencil work was
performed by the pupils individually, helping each other as
several of them were seated at the same table.

Homework was also a part of the activities. At the end of the
third lesson, a small worksheet was discussed to be solved at
home. Later, pupils gave the solved worksheets to the teacher
who, after having corrected them, returned the worksheets to
the pupils.

Overall, the activities aimed at the study of vectors and
underlying concepts. To convey this goal, pupils were given
opportunities to work in different ways and with different
materials allowing them to profit from the possible connections
which can be done between the work on the computers and with
paper and pencil.

5.2. Record of Activity

Lesson 1 began with a short introduction to displacement
vectors on the blackboard with an example very much like the
question on the next page to appear later on a worksheet.

t)

do
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1. Mark a point P. An aircraft travels from P along the vector
PQ (50 km, bearing 75°). Draw the vector PQ to scale, using 1
cm to stand for 10 lcm.

Another short introduction, this time to column vectors,
followed using a large screen and the computer program. After
the first four groups, of two pupils each, began the work on the
computers while the others started to work on the worksheets.
The following questions are part of the worksheet which has
the first question written above
2. From Q the aircraft travels along QR (40 Km, bearing 20°).
Draw a line at 9 pointing North, measure the angle of 20°
and draw QR to scale.
3. Measure the length and bearing of the vector PR.
4. If the bearing of AB is 70° calculate the bearing of BA.

N

70°

A

N

5. Draw a sketch of a vector CD whose bearing is 130° and
calculate the bearing of DC

8. Can you find and explain the rules for working out the
bearing of BA when you were told Ar3?
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6.

Some pupils' work on these questions are illustrated below:

1 -3

PR = c.m -
Bea-'^9 7_ 13 so
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At the beginning of lesson 2, pupils rotated. The pupils who
have worked with the computers in the first lesson, started the
work with the worksheets and another eight pupils moved to
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the computers while the last third did go on the work with the

worksheets.

1. Write down the column vector of each of these...

ENKUM MMEMERMUNMEMMUM
1101111111 IMAM IONORMORNOMMUM

01111111101[2101el AMMON=
MINIEUITIMIUMMEMENIMMIIMErum= mmommum mum=
mmomummumminum rim=
11111011=MKNIMMEOMEM

muirnm
mompumummulammrwmmumumbaimmommummum

2. W o r k o u t [6] + {3 41= [
1

Now draw these vectors and show that your calculated
resultant vector is correct.

Although pupils did not explicate their reasoning in
question 2.,they managed well to answer correctly these
questions as it is shown in the sample below:
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3. This map shows a boat trip round an island. The journey
starts and finishes at A.
(a) Write down each column vector in thejourney.
(b) Add all the column vectors together.
(c) Can you explain why you get your answer?

Like in the previous questions, the only difficulty pupils felt
was answering (c). This can be viewed on pupils' work and

remarks:teachers'
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At the end of lesson 3. preparation for homework was done

on the blackboard during a whole class discussion. The pupils
copied into their books the following worksheet (the last part of
the worksheet was drawn from a GCSE exam paper of 1989):

regular hexagon
AB =a
AC = b

BC=b-a
A-15 = 2 lb a)
A-k" 2b - 3a

= b - 2a

ABCD is a parallelogram.
A P= 1--AB . AQ = I2

AD
3

DE = AP

AP= p,AQ =q

(a) Write these vectors in terms of p and/or q:

(0 A-5. au E. WV AB, (iv) B.
(b) Show that BE = 2PQ

As it is written before, pupils returned the solved
worksheets to the teacher, and later were given them, with the

teachers' remarks:
umcd

r btt rt-gr- 2t, -La

^ Atk) P t = 9,1
fu
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6. Conclusions
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Overall, Adelaide Lister is positive towards the
outcomes of the activities. The pupils showed Interest while
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lwrforting them.
Regarding the use of ,:omputer games, and quoting the

tethers' opinion. th made the work more fun and interesting,
more lively and worthwhile for the students. The pupils who
began the work with the computers In the first lesson showed
better results solving the worksheets than the others. They
well. more confident. asked less question. and got more right
answers at the first time. Often, the pupils who started the
activities answering the worksheets showed the need to review
the answers after they had been using the computer games.

The single Adelaide Lister's criticism is related to these
conclusimis:

"This would be more effective if we had more computer:,. I
would prefer to use the computer Nantes with the pupil'; .first
and oniti then go onto the worksheets after-
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Learning Cartesian and Vector
Geometry with a Computev Tool



Learning Cartesian cinci Vector Geometry
with a Computer Tool

1. The school

This work was tarried out at sciiJol Amato Lusttano. a
,,ccocfary ;c1rooll.vith about two thousand students in Castel()

Branco, a major town hi a rural area well In the countryside of
Porttn.f,al. This state suported ;thool, Is one of three existing In
this town. and covers 71h to 12111 grade students, that Is, those'
that normally wonld be 12 to IF; years ilowever, since
students may 1w requited sometimes to repeat an year, it Is not

uncommon that they arc 19, 20, 21, mid still attend secondary
school.

The school offers several courses oriented towaids
university. attended by the majority of the students, such as
electronics. Informatics, art & design, hi sint";s and sport. and
also wore technical oriented coursp5;, with lesser attmdenue, it.
Melds stir It as mechanics, business and agriculture.

Tin sehoo1 is known ht.- Its quite =,nung and 111110Vi4tive
teacher hody. It has 142 teachers, most of them on the
perur-ctit ,;1111.

The (lived In the experience wete In two pith
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grade classes (aged 16 to 19). One class, with 27 students, was
in the university track, tithing a specialization In informatics.
Anothel with 16 students, was in the technical-oriented
branch, with concentration in agriculture. In both classes,
roughly. two thirds of 11w students lived in Castel(' Branco and
One third in the neighbouring villages. Only two students, both
on the Informatics class. had parents with higher education
degrees.

2. MITIO

hi' Major tiiiiectivt!, 01 this activity were to promote in 11w
students. In their study ul Cartesian arid Vector Geometry:

a) the torc.ari lei Ion of lite relevant concepts on this topic.
1.)) the ability of formulating and dealing with problem

solving 'situations,
c) an understanding Inc the need arid of proofs,
(i) new i_ittittale:; AMU tiLtilletnittit's anti

akittt theft StIttititS, and
(I) the ability to v,ork in groups. at Inch own pace.

3. Material and Resources Used

3.1.1lardware

This activity used H PC type ( omputers of different hrands
Amstrad. ;. Unisys) and 2 printers. Six of ihr «implifcr5
had a hard disk. All this equipment was available In a single
computer It.Ni111.
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3.2. Software

LOGO.GEOMETRIA is an open computer tool designed to

deal with classical Euclidian GeotwAty constructions. It is

written In IBM LOGO, and is compaied of several modules,
cacti of which appropriate for a particular kind of problem. It is

possible to cnstruet points, lines and other two dimentional
figures. awl to perform operations such as 'calculate the length

of a line segment' or to 'measure an angle' and to 'indicate If a
point helot igs to a line' (a hill description Is given In Veloso,

1989).
The program was complemented with new procedures to

cope with the content covered In this activity.
1Vhert the program is loaded, It apears a c000rdinatc

system. with axes x arid v and origin O. At the botton a blanking

ctli'sar and 8 empty lines wait lut- the Introduction of

(sec Box 1 00 the next page).

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

The work ol the St IltfrittS at the computer was krttiCli un

worksheets, Typteally, they had some structured questions

leading to problems Three examples of worksheet questions:
la) Construct a line r with general cop tation

9x - + 200

Find a relationship of the line slope with (hr ettordittates of

Its ver-ot Consider other cases of your choice. Test vont'

etwdecture.
(b) Cote,truct the firrir pASSIM, H1101101 points A1100.40)

and It(5(I.20). and whose etutrt I!: on the line I.% Oh equation

CX111.1111 all VIks bloat

0
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Box 1

As the student constructs points, lines, circles or vectors, those are
kept in memory and drawn on the coordinate system. For example:

FAZ.PONTO "A 140 501 draws a point at (40.50)

FAZ.RECTA r 11 100 301 Al draws a hoe passing,
through I-100,301 and A

A.Z.V 'vest 1120 601 draws a vector making all 120 s angle
with the X axis, with module 60

FAZ.e c IA 201 draws a circle cvntti A
and radius 20

)1111'r (11111111,11111,-; lea 111011' 1,11111!1111 s',11N(rtittoilL operations;
i',vt111111111-11 {141talel(tlii;

I lit ACAS()

DISTANUIA IA 111

1`,L-;`:;ECTUI./. t tl, ill

1.nr tcampir

draws a random triangle

rites distantP between points A air.] 13

c?[,tv.-; the angh his:tttor of the
ani1t lit hAt cn lint's p and q

fe) ( :1/W-.111111 11 1.11111. 11:1!`.-1111! I/(11111 t \(10.20) and
Ii120,101, tatitit lu tht x axitt (herr tiny tillict tircks

Iles itlititcnirtth, Inc ivirticnt'' 1,Vhielt
I ;ne!! lit out Ili.'

t
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4. Overview and Curricular Context

Cartesian Geometry is an important topic of the
mathematics curriculum In most countries. In Portugal, basic
vector concepts and Cartesian representations are introduced
at grades 7 to 9, associated with the study of the simplest
!unctions, Liter on. In grade 10, lines and other geometric
figures arc studied using a vector approach which includes the
notions of base and scalar product. Conic sections are studied
in grade 12.

There were 2 introductory worksheets, 'they were designed
to introduce the program LOGO.GEOMETRIA and dealt with
problem solving situations involving concepts already f..tudiecl
in former grades, such as similar figures The remaining
worksheets concerned new material, directing students'
exidorations and activities. Worksheets 1 to 4 dealt with
operation with vectors, bases, scalar product and related
problem solving situations. Worksheets 5 to at dealt with the
line and the circle and related problems. In Many of the
problems, the students were asked to write doy.'ll explanations
for the methods they used.

This project was conducted as an experiment on the
possibilities of a piece of software, LOGO,GE0N1F,TRIA ati f,n
etivirottinent to support students' learning of this topic and to
develop new attitudes and worklog habits In mathematics,

It was carried in collaboration by one universit:
inalemailcs educator, Manor! ''...';araiva. and two, secondary
school mathematics teachers, Ariindo 1,ourenco and (.!arlos
!;alvado. The university researcher provided the original
propoal for the proleei and conceived irioA far the avlIcItli--;
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Thes were afterwards discussed with the teachers and
modified according to the indications got from the development
of the experience.

5. Description of the Activity

5.1. Teaching and Learning Styles

In this artivity the students, using a geometry computer
tool, worked from activities and situations proposed given in
worksheets, formulated conjectures and reflected on their
strategies.

Every week, students had a two-hour class in the computer
room. They had also one -hour classes in their regular room (2
for the agrictilture and 3 for the informatics students). In the
regular classes the teacher explored the work clone with the
computer, tilting synthesis. formalizing, and proposing
practise exercises, Sometimes new concepts were presented, to
lx furthci explored with the computer.

The informatics students. who were experienced in using
the computer, were Introduced to the program LOGO.GEO-
METRIA In 2 classes. The at icuiture students, who had little
previous contact with the computer needed 3 classes. The
instrtu [Ions for the use of the program were introduced
according to needs of each group. and the students were given a
reference card with the main COMIllitIttk.

Front this point on. the students- did work hdsrd on thy )1
remaining workshrels containing situation s to explore and
pl,hienc; to NUR?' V.rit I', yAdf Wh,it Hiet,: had

71i
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dune, why they dune it. and what were the difficulties they had
met.

The students worked in groups of 2. 3 or 4 on the computer.
Usually, one of them was at the keyboard and another was
taking notes to fill in the report later. These roses rotated
frequently. although some students tryed to avoid, if possible.
the task of report writing.

All the classroom activities, with and without computers.
were conducted by the regular teacher. although now and then
there were some interventions of the researcher. A few times
the teacher interrupted the activities to stress particular points
from which discussion developed.

In the beginning of the computer classes the teacher
distributed the software, working disks, and the worksheets.
The loading of the program was at first made by the teacher
but, in time, the students took over that task quite confidently.

The pedagogical setting for this work was markedly
innovative. It was explicitly intended that students, through
the resolution of problems wool(] try different ways to solve

them. tsing the graphical capabilities of LOC10.61MMETIZIA.
The practical nature of the work was expected to develop in
students a feeling for the real content of concepts, so often just
memorized.

The classroom organization and the requirement of writing
explanations for the methods used, provided the students with

many opportunities to discuss with colleagues and reflect on
their strdtri9es. The hvatiheatfou of reasoning Was meant as a

in,L', of local tom ei.tual organizatioo.
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5.2. Record of the Activity

The two student groups were quite different, not just in
computer experience, but also in mathematics achievement.
The agriculture students, were much weaker. In the beginning,
for example, some of them had problems with some basic
geometrical concepts

It is not surprising that while the informatics students
worked on all the 8 worksheets, at a rate of about one per class,
the agriculture students went much slower, and only compled
the first four. However, in the facility in handling the computer,
these students progressed very quickly, and in the end of the
experience they were as handy as the informatics students.

In the situation (a). indicated above. some of the groups were
satisfied with the' discovery, that the slope is given by the
quotient of the y- by the x-coordinate of the directing vector
(note that FAZ.R.EQG and ESC.COORD.V are comands of the
program)

"...We constructed line r, as required. from the general
equation lis:ng FAZ.R.EgG "r 12 -5 2001. Thcli we
constructed Its directing vector and asked its
coordinates through ESC.COORD.V. 1,Vc asked the
slope of the line, which was 0.4 (a number equal to
40/100, the coordinates of the directing vector with
y/x. that is, the y-coordinate divided by the x-
coordinate.)"

Others, tri,t1 with other lines and established this
relationship with basis in more cases, Soule. used the random
lines constructor to verify it:

-1.0 make sure that thy; was true fur ally line WC'
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constructed a random line and went in the same way to
relate the slope with the coordinates of the directing
vector, and found the same thing."

One of the groups that answered problem (b) presented the
following sketch and report:

"We draw the given points, transformed the reduced
equation in the general equation, and draw the line.
Then, we draw a perpendicular line. b, to the given line,
passing through B. We got the perpendicular bisector
of the line segment (AK which we intersected with the
given line. From the intersection point we found the
distance to A and B. thus getting the radius. And then
we draw the required circle and verified that the given
points were on It."

Only three groups presented their reports for situation lc)
One of them got the correct solution but the explanation is quite
«mlitsing. tailing to explain how they fonnd it. Anothet group
gave a clear explanation for a wrong solution. They did nut

7 9
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verify it. The third group presented the circle of radius 10 with
centre at the intersection of the perpendicular bisector to RBI
with the line parallel to the y-axis passing through A, which
satisfies the problem.

From the work of this group, evolved an interesting whole
class discussion, The students realised that the conditions of
the problem represented a simple and very particular case.
They formulated the more general case, and concluded that
there was no obvious geometric methods to solve it. However, an
alternative analytical strategy was sketched.

6. Conclusions

The students were quite pleased with this experience, although
some of them, who were used to work with computers.
complained about the low resolution of the monitors and the
slowness of the program.
The following excerpt illustrates one student's view about the
work done:

"LOGO.GEOMETRIA is not just 2 hours In which we
learn to use the computer in a different way... it is the
most positive experience in all these years that I have
been in school. Why? The computer should be
associated to all the disciplines. but since it begun with
mathematics why not to continue, as we learn
practising. LOGO.GEOMETRIA ... is not Just new
mathematical notions but a new notion of
mathematics... mathematics is not seen as something
with Just one way of going, because in LOGO.GEO-
METRIA we have several ways to solve the problems
that were given to us. What pleases me Is to attempt to
get the solution through the easiest way, although

tiCl
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sometimes 1 fail it..."

The students become much more confident in their work.
Even in the regular classroom (without computers) they began
making more questions than usual. They become stronger in
defending their own ideas, their own methods.

The students got a better idea of the role of error in the
mathematical activity, of the need to make several attempts
and reflect upon them a very different notion of mathematics

indeed.
The availability of the program LOGO.GEOMETRIA did not

reduce the tendency of some of the students to use analytical
approaches, instead of the geometric ones: they start making
the computations to find the solution and then verify
geometrically the result.

It was Interesting to observe that the students do not just
like easy things. They also enjoyed working In hard problems
that make them think, and commented positively about that.

The facility with whieli weak students such those of the
agriculture class were able to learn how to deal with an open

program as LOGO.GEOMETRIA gives a strong indication of the

power of this kind of programs for a wide range of educational
situations. It also indicates that the apparent trouble that
students sometimes appear to have with computers must be

attributed mainly to lack of a proper introduction and access to

this medium.
There were not major difficulties in conducting this

experience. Both teachers did not have a strong background of
dealing with computers, but this was naturally overcome by the

presence in each computer session of the researcher and the
other teacher. Their interventions, however, were minimal, and

81
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mos* in response to students' requests.
It Is often assumed that with students of this level,

especially if they have plans to go to university, it is very
difficult to create an Innovative environment, based in
experimentation and practical work. This experience showed
students getting quite involved and interested, and learning a
good deal.

H2
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L The School

llodgson High School is a twedin mixed ahlitty

for pupils ili700 1 i Vei1I'S olcl COfft'Sp011dilig io

grades 61h to I hila.
It is situated In Poulton-1rd- ylde, Lancashire, on 1.1n! North-

Wer.:a part of England. a .-.,etitial.tral Irt'd where the main
activities arc related to (tlto.ary. namely tourism, and
gricultntv. The school serves the ':mall town; of Thornton

Clevelry--; and Poulton-lc-kW as well as several surrounding

villages,
'The school has 850 pupils in das,:cs with about 30 pupils

each, and rA.) teachers. The majority of the pupils, after five
years, leave school to follow courses at colleges and many of
them go on to Univeisities or Polytechnics. In 1989, the pupils
in ye;Ar II achieved recoils ahor national averages In the
General C'erlitIcate of Scconriary Education (GCSE) exami-

tatiotis.
Parents, mainly from middle clasF. origin, 'flow a great deal

of Int,prcst and nivolvoneni iii txliool activities.
Computers are tried %vIthin silbjects. Within

El 5
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mathematics, thei e are 4 computers assigned to the
-pai bor a! and their k au ititce.ral part of the ohm).

It seems that, as far as mathematics is concerned, there is a lot
of Work going on. '111c head or the mathematics department
made a tit tidy of the miftwale available to relate stiltahle
progi mils to particular mathematical topics. Thr use of
computers in mathematics lessolic is ciirrent pia( tits.

2, 11111

Deepen pupils' motel ,tancling of the use of compattis by
relating it to prolgipility and data analysk. The method of
appoxach be:

2. 1. Collection of d,tl,r.
2.2. Revision 01 tally and bar charts. frequency tables and

diagrams.
2.11. Make and te!,t l,r cdictions.
2.4. tindi rstand likely, milikelv, ccilaln, impossible, loft,

unfair, evens.
2. i. ProLiabaily of 0, 1, 1,42,
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hater the2v keyed trr their results at the computer assigned
to that particular experiment. returned to their places before
piing onto a seennd and subsequently third experiment.
Consequently. all pupils had done the three experiments and
the sprearktivet, mutinied the number itf groups times fifty
r xprrimental results. Meanwhile, the teacher walked around
the .roorn helping i.vhcre netcylary.

There were three computers available one for earls
mein. leachers had se', tip spreadsheets in order to ease

,,nrilents work avoidin,g extra computer manipulation. This
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detail t an be signilitinit in classes vlicie students do not have
experience of working with computers.

by the end of lesson 3, spreadsheets including bar charts
were saved and printed In order to provide all students with
whole class data.
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In lesson 4 each pupil was asked to write up one experiment,
hut ensuring that within the ip all experiments were
recorded. This was a time for group discussion where pupils
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helped one another. The following suggesuolis unv c uttered:

Title
Alm/ha rodution
Fretpielicy table of own group's data
liar chart of own group's data
Computer print out (spreadsheets and bar charts)

Students were then asked to compare. comment on and
explain the differences between their group's data and the
whole class data.

To help with conclusions, some possible questions were
provided:

Dice
1. What is the smallest score? Why?
2. What Is the largest score`,' Why?
3. Wick score is most likely to omit? Why?

Cubes
1. What were the colours?
2. Which colour was selected the most?
3. Which colour was selected the least?
4. What can we say concerning the number and the colours

of cubes inside the bag?

Cards
1. Which of the two choices occurred the most'?
2. is there any relation between the ratio of picture

cards:total cards in the pack and that ratio for the data
collected?
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An example of a written report by one of Le pupils follows:
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In lesson 5. the concepts underlying all the :tetiviiics were
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discussed in order to increase the students' formal
understanding. Vocabulary, such as likely, unlikely, certain.
impossible, fair. unfair, evens, used naturally in the context of
previous lessons was formalized and alb; was extended to
simple probability. For example, probability of 0, 1, 1/2, P(a 2
when a die is thrown) = 1 /6.

O. Conclusions

Ttaeliers think that pupils have learnt a great deal, showing
enthusiasm towards this activity.

This experiment, firstly carried out by Adrienne Ashworth
in a 7th grade class, was sufficiently successful for llodgson
High School to have a version of it as part of their first year
(grade 6th) syllabus.

One teacher said, referring to the Inset day course on this
activity, that the only trouble was it did not go on long enough.

Teachers indicated that the popils from all abilities had been
enthusiastic and had dearly enjoyed the work.

in an article (Spreadsheets and Ow National Curriculum)
published in the number 16 issue of Lancashire Maths
Newsletter, Tony Morley, an advisory teacher who participated
in the experiment, stated that one conclusion to be drawn was:

...that one teacher with one computer could use
spreadsheets in this way, perhaps, as a part of group
work where just one group was doing this work and
others were doing something completely different. it
also showed that spreadsheets could be used at this
relatively early stage without having to teach the ins
and outs, that is. the computing side of spreadsheets ".
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Case Study 7 Developing Number Sense with a Computer Game

Developing Number Sense
with a computer Game

1. The School

This experience was carried out at school D. Pedro V, a secon-
dary school in a very populated area of Lisbon. One of the largest
schools in the country, attended by approximately 4000 pupils,
from the 7th to the 12th grade, this school operates in three daily
shifts. From a social perspective, and due to the various types of
neighbourhoods that surround the school, pupils are from very
diversified strata of society.

The school has about 300 teachers and has been traditionally
one center for field activities oil preservice teachers and also for
inservice training. It was one of the first schools to be included in
the Project MINERVA, the Portuguese national project for the use
of new information technologies in basic and secondary educa-
tion.

2. Aims

The main objectives of this experience were the following:
a) To develop a better number sense in the pupils, through the

use of a computer game as a complementary approach to problem
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Case Study 7 Developing Number Sense with a Computer Game

solving activities concerning natural numbers divisors, primes,
and so on.

b) To allow pupils to try and compare different strategies,
then to choose the most appropriate.

c) To develop the capacities of observation, of criticizing the
results of different trials, of learning from the errors.

d) To develop the capacities of discussion in small groups, of
reasoning, of advancing arguments and of criticizing the argu-
ments of other students.

e) To develop the capacity of taking notes, of making written
reports.

3. Material and Resources Used

3.1. Hardware

One classroom witii 5 PC compatible computers (Amstrad
640K RAM with colour monitor).

3.2. Software

"TRINCA-ESPINHAS" is a computer game widely used in the
Portuguese middle and secondary schools. The game is played by
the student or a group of students against the computer, repre-
sented by a popular figure called Trinca-Espinhas. The rules of
the game are very easy:

one number less than 50, say 20, is chosen by the player, and
the list of numbers from 1 to 20 is shown in the screen:

the player will be selecting and pulling out from the list, one at
a time, numbers (that have at least one divisor in the list): after
each one, TRINCA-ESPINI IAS will take for himself the divisors
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of the selected number then add these together as his score;

7-
.2 / 4 I ai

.01
7,1 41

The game had just began. The student picked 49, and Trinca-

Espinhas picked the divisors 7 and I, making the total of 8 points.

the game ends when the player has no more numbers (with

divisors) to chose; TRINCA-ESPINHAS will then pick the

remaining numbers;
to find the winner, the player's mark is the sum of the

selected numbers and TRINCA-ESPINHAS gets the sum of
the divisors picked by him,

3.3. Other support'zig materials

Pupils were asked to make a written report, after playing the

game, and one piece of paper with guidelines for the report was

given to them.
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Case Study 7 Developing Number Sense with a Computer Game

4. Overview and Curricular Context

a) In this case study, the activities with the program were
integrated in a long-term project MATm of curricular devel-
opment for the -codes 7, 8 and 9. In the first year, 1988/89, the
project included two 7th grade classes of the school D. Pedro V and
in 1989/90 two 8th grade classes and two new 7th grade classes,
one in the School of Amadora and the other again in the school D.
Pedro V.

b) The experience described in this case is the use of TRINCA-
ESPINHAS in the two 7th grade classes (about 25 pupils in each
class) of D. Pedro V. but in the other school the experience went on
in the same way. The game was used in the beginning of the school
year, after spending some time in problem solving activities with
natural numbers (natural numbers, divisibility and primes are
curricular contents of the 6th grade, in the Portuguese prepara-
tory schooi).

5. Description of the Activity

5.1. Teaching and Learning Styles

a) Children worked in groups of 2 or 3 at each computer. The
class was divided into halves, due to the number of computers
available. One half played the gameon the computer and the other
half was occupied in other activities. Work with the program in the
classroom occupied only one two hour period, and each group
used the computer only for one hour.

b) TRINCA-ESPINHAS has a first page of instructions and is
an easy game to play (but not to win); so no previous explanations
were needed and children begin immediately to play.
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c) Pupils were asked to take notes during the game: record of
winners and losers, marks, best strategies. and so on. At the end,
a written report to be presented one week later was requested as
home work and some written guidelines were given to help make
the report.

d) Children were allowed to play the game outside the class-
room, in the computer club of the school.

e) In the next period after the classroom activity. children were
asked to describe the best strategies to win the game.

f) Reports were commented on and some pupils were asked to
make an improved version.

g) Later, in an evaluation written test, one of the questions
referred to the game, asking the best strategy to win in a given
case 20 n =hers.

5.2. Record of the Activity

a) Some extracts of written reports from the pupils:

In the first game we played with 20 numbers, in the
second with 25 and in the fourth with 30, because with
20 we thought it was T.asier: after that we raise the
numbers, because we won the first game."

[in what concerns strategy] "we played first with the
maximum prime number, and after we took the numbers
with less divisors, and like this until the end." (Joao)

In the first try we played with 16 numbers because we
want to begin with few numbers to understand the game,
and we won, 87 marks to us and 49 to Trinca-Espinhas.
In the second try, we played with 20 numbers and we
won again 107 against 103. In the third try we played with
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30 numbers and by lack of attention we lose, 186 for us
and 279 to the Trinca-Espinhas."

[in what concerns strategy] "we have chosen the greatest
number with less divisors, so the Trinca-Espinhas didn't
get many divisors and didn't win the game" (Ana Teresa)

b) Views expressed by the students on the best strategies:

we take a large number with few divisors" (David)
for instance, when we play with 40 numbers, after

taking the 37 we could take a prime number times 2"
(Vasco)
"that is not good, 2 is a precious number" (Flavio)
(there follows a discussion about the question of 2 being
a precious number, one says that 2 is precious for 10,
another says that for 10 you have the 5, but 5 could go
before....)
"2 is precious for every even number; I will take the large
prime squared, so for the play with 40 numbers I will take
the 25" (Isabel)

c) Teachei's own views:

The game is very interesting; some 8th grade pupils go
on playing the game one year after they played for the
first time"

The discovery of strategies is a difficult task for the
children and they need to get some help"

Two or three children of my class discovered by them-
selves some good strategy to begin the play but some
others never won the game"

It is essential that they can play the game outside the
classroom"
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6. Conclusions

It seems that this type of game is very helpful as an important
complement to the usual problem solving activities on natural
numbers. The way pupils speak and reason naturally about dif-
ferent properties of numbers divisibility, prime numbers,...
when they are playing the game is an indication that they are
developing an improved number sense.

Playing this game involves the pupils in constant intellectual
activity, trying their best to discover a good strategy to win and
reflecting on the consequences of each move. As they play in small
groups, and the game is not easy to win, they are naturally learn-
ing how to cooperate in order to find the best strategy.

Asking for written reports was a distinctive feature of the use
of TRINCA-ESPINHAS in this experience, and revealed itself as a
good way to develop the ability to communicate ideas and to use
the language of mathematics

This is the kind of activity with computers that has many
positive aspects:

children like it very much,
the teacher doesn't need to spent much time in the planning

of the activity.
the game is easy to play and every children will understand

the instructions immediately, no further explanation is nec-
essary,

it's not easy to win the game, so it's a good challenge to the
children, and this is one of the reasons they like it,

it deals with a interesting subject of the curriculum, and
serves very well one of the objectives: developing the sense of
number,

doesn't take much time in the classroom, and the students
can go on by themselves outside the classroom.
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Databases and Numerical
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Databases and Numerical Relationships

1. The school

Hodgson High School is a co-educational, mixed ability
school for pupils aged 11 to 16 years old corresponding to
grades 6th to 10th.

It is situated in Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire, in the North-
West part of England, a semi-rural area where the main
activities are related to industry, namely tourism, and
agriculture. The school serves the small towns of Thornton
Cleveleys and Poulton-le-Fylde as well as several surrounding
villages.

The school has 850 pupils in classes with about 30 pupils
each, and 50 teachers. The majority of the pupils, after five
years, leave school to follow courses at colleges and many of
them go on to Universities or Polytechnics. In 1989, the pupils
in grade 10 achieved results above national averages in the
General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE)
examinations.

Parents, mainly from middle class origin, show a great deal
of interest and involvement in school activities.
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Computers are used within several subjects. Within
mathematics, there are 4 computers assigned to the
department and their use is an integral part of the curriculum.
it seems that, as far as mathematics is concerned, there is a lot
of work going on. The head of the mathematics department
made a study of the software available to relate suitable
programs to particular mathematical topics. The use of
computers in mathematics lessons is current practice.

2. Aims

The aims of this case study concern the handling of data
and using it as a basis for reasoning, discussion or calculation.

2.1. To collect data, hence construct a database.
2.2. To interrogate a database.
2.3. To use a graph facility (scattergraph) to discover

connections between sets of data.
2.4. To use calculators and spreadsheets in order to

calculate numerical relationships.
2.5. To foster pupils' skills in using decimal numbers and

approximate values.

3. Material and Resources used

3.1.. Hardware

The computer used within the activities described in this
case study is a RM Nimbus, a computer that is not quite PC
compatible but is similar to it in several aspects. All the activities
were developed with three computers in the classroom.
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3.2. Software

A database program called GRASS was the software used' by

the pupils.
Database programs are designed to help the collection and

management of information or data.
A database is an organized collection of related information.

You probably deal with databases every day, for instance your
address book and phone book. Each of these databases
organizes data for easy storage and retrieval, or access. The
specific aspect of computer databases is the electronic way in

which the data is recorded and accessed.
There is a variety of database programs commercially

available. GRASS was designed to be used in educational
environments and it is easy to use by pupils of the earlier
secondary school grades. It provides important facilities
concerning these activities such as graphical features. From the
data entered in the database, scattergraphs can be drawn.

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

Worksheets developed by the teacher, measurement tapes.
and calculators were some of the materials designed for pupils
to perform the activities described in this case study.

4. Overview and Curricular Context

These activities were performed by pupils of a low ability
class during 1989/1990. This class was a 7th grade class (year
2 of the English secondary school). In the first term of
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1990/1991, other classes performed the same task. This work
was set up by Adrienne Ashworth, the head of the mathematics
department.

During six lessons, the pupils collected, represented and
analyzed information in order to discover relationships
between sets of data drawn from measurements on their
bodies. While performing the activities, they had to deal with
curricular topics such as decimal numbers, approximate values,
graphical representations, and the use of calculators and
databases. It should be pointed out that the use of databases to
enter and retrieve data is explicitly mentioned, for this grade, in
the National Curriculum in England. To create a database is
also mentioned as appropriate to the Attainment Targets of the
National Curriculum.

Although the activities here described concern only the
work done in six lessons, they can be easily extended. Indeed
there is a wide range of possible relations to be investigated and
a tool designed for numerical manipulation would also be useful.
Spreadsheets fit in this kind of work. Data would be transfered
from the database to the spreadsheet and pupils would use
facilities of the spreadsheet (graphing, formula, copy,
average,...) in order to do more exact and deeper investigation.

5. Description of Activity

5.1. Teaching and Learning Styles

During these six lessons, the class was organized in
different ways, according to what appeared to be suitable at a
particular time, and the pupils worked both individually and in
groups of three or four. Sometimes the discussion involved the
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whole class.
The teacher's role was to introduce the questions, provide

help when necessary, and encourage pup'Is to have an
investigative approach to the proposed questions or to the

problems that came up while developing the work. This proved

to be important because, within these activities, a number of

questions, both related to procedural difficulties and to

reasoning issues, arose in the course of the activities.

5.2. Record of Activity

In lesson 1 the topic covered was scattergraphs. Pupils

learned what they are and how they can be drawn.

Lesson 2 began with a question: the students were asked by

the teacher their opinion about a possible relationship between

one person's height and the circumference of the head. More

precisely, the teacher introduced the following equation:

height = 2.9 x circumference of head

Pupils reacted saying it was nonsense. But was it actually

wrong? How can one be sure? All the students measured each

other and built scattergraphs of height/head and, much to

their surprise, found out that the points could roughly be seen

to lie on a straight line. That impression was increased when

the same graph, with a different arrangement of the axes, was

viewed in the computer.
By means of illustration, a table and a graph drawn by a

pupil and the corresponding computer graph are shown on the

next page.
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After becoming aware, in lesson 2, of the relationship
between head and height, lesson 3 was devoted to begin an
investigation about further possible connections. Firstly, pupils
proposed the measurement of span, waist, hipground (from
the hip to the ground), wrist, plane (finger to finger
outstretched), foot. cubit (elbow to fingers extremity), ar ' hand
(width across hand insertion of thumb to fingers extremity).
Keeping in mind the construction of a database, details were
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discussed. Regarding this matter, it was agreed that the fields
would include those named above plus name, sex, height and

head.
In lesson 4, pupils set up their own groups. All measured

each other and entered the data in the database. There were
some difficulties concerning numerical approximations.
Sometimes, pupils did not agree when measuring. It was a good
opportunity to talk about approximate values and how to
handle them.

Occasionally, pupils measured from the wrong end of the
measurement tape causing errors. In these cases the mistakes
were usually detected by the other pupils in the group.

Before entering the data into the computer, everyone made

a table with their own data:

ttarre
sec xso

16/c

roz. 2/4cfn
2.0 s'N

11/231-4 8cm
CuliA 143 cm

cY\opc

.
The pupils keyed their data into the computer. At this stage,

some of them found difficulties when the fields in the database
and in their tables were in a different order.
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Lesson 5 was devoted to interrogation of the database.
Several questions were posed by the teacher or by the pupils.
They were given the following worksheet:

Datobose 149.ks11,tet

1 Nome the tallest person in the class. .. _

2 t.lhat Ls that persons height? I/1
3 None the tallest boy in the doss. aanD.___

4 What is his height?

5 Name the tallest girl in the class. 1101

6 lliat is her height? }67c, L

7 14hat is the average (mem) height of the pupils in the dins"

8 What is the overage (i eon) height of the bogs in the class7

9 What is the average (neon) height of the girls in the class?
Itik lit

10 141at is the medial height of the pupils in the doss?

11 14)at is the median height of the bogs in the dam?

12 1.81at is the median height of the girls in the cltis7

13 Nome GU the pupils the class whose height i s than
1513ceL Or: 111"/ Ltir ' lYr. r /

14 Does the tallest per sai in the class have the biggest
handsaw' ("C)

15 Does the tales/ per-son the (loss have the biggest feet?

Make up five more questions Like the and ind the
answers.

BEST COPY MUM
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As stated before, a number of questions were proposed by
the pupils. Here is a sample of the questions which were
answered with the help provided by the database facilities:

How many pupils have:
Cubit greater than 40 cm?
Wrist less than 12 cm?
Hand equal to 8 cm?

How many girls have feet greater than 25 cm?
How many boys have span greater than 25 cm?

How many pupils are
taller than 165 cm and have feet bigger than 27 cm?
taller than 165 cm or have feet bigger than 27 cm?

Does the tallest pupil still look the tallest when seated?

The investigation about numerical relationships within the
sets of data went on to the next lesson. In order to help the
investigation scattergraphs were drawn using the computer.
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The total number of hypothetical relationships is large and
those which were found in each class represent only a small
number of them. Moreover, they differed from class to class. By
means of illustration, below are some of the equations that
pupils wrote:

height = 3.8 x cubit
span 4' hand = 2.24
height ÷ plane = 1.02
plane ± cubit = 3.9

When doing the activity. the pupils used calculators to find
the relationships. It was also a opportunity to handle and
discuss decimal numbers and decimal places.

6. Conclusions

Observing pupils' achievements, and noticing that the work
was firstly carried out with a low ability class, one can say the
pupils have profited from this activity. They worked with
important mathematical ideas and topics having the
opportunities to discuss them in a concrete situation. From the
teacher's point of view, the pupils liked to work in this way and
she noticed enthusiasm when they were doing the tasks
assigned.

The wide range of possible developments enabled by this
particular activity is also a very positive aspect. As several
classes have carried out this work, a conclusion that can be
drawn concerns the variety of relationships the pupils can find,
from class to class and even from group to group within the
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same class.
Although the activities have stopped in this stage it would be

worthwhile to go further on next year in order to extend pupils'

knowledge. This is Adrienne Ashworth's opinion. If the same

class will perform the activities the investigation can be
deepened and there are new approaches which can be developed

such as the study of the rates of change. It is planned to use
spreadsheets with such purpose, using their scattergraph,
formula, copy and average facilities. The spreadsheets can be
used even at earlier stages of these activities, as long as they
have available facilities similar to those used in the database.

In-service teacher training is already in progress at
Hodgson High School in order to implement these activities.
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Computer Assisted Instruction
in Trigonometric Functions

1. The School

These lessons in trigonometry with computers using the
program "Goniometrics" were conducted in the Christelijk Ly-
ceum in Delft, the Netherlands. This is a urban catholic school for
pupils from the 7th to the 12th grade (13 to 18 years old) that
accept pupils for the upper and middle streams of the three that
follow the primary school.

From nine years ago the Christelijk Lyceum has been
equipped with computers (Apple II). They were used mainly in
programming courses and for the teaching of text processing.
With the support of a Dutch project related to the introduction of

new technologies in the schools the NIVO project a network of
15 PC compatible computers was installed in 1989. These com-
puters are mainly used in courses on the MS-DOS system, text
processing, spreadsheets and data bases, for all pupils from grade
9 on.

2. Aims

The main objectives sought with the use of this software in the
teaching of trigonometry were:
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a) to help pupils to become more active in mathematics les-
sons,

b) to enhance the understanding of some parts of the subject
of trigonometric functions.

The trigonometric functions were selected as a subject for this
erperience because it is was viewed as distinctively a difficult one.

3. Material and Resources Used

3.1. Hardware

One classroom with 15 PC compatible (Phillips) computers
was used for instruction in this school.

3.2. Software

The software used in the lessons of trigonometry was a pro-
gram called "Goniometrics", a set of interactive exercises on
trigonometric functions, equations, inequalities and graphs. The
software can be used to cover 4 to 6 lessons.

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

The software is self contained, and only a single sheet with no-
tations was given to the pupils. No worksheetswere used, only the
general textbook is used as a resource.

4. Overview and Curricular Context

The program used in these lessons has been developed in the
Technical University of Delft since the end of 1984, and is the
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result of a project involving three groups of people - two experts in
mathematics education, two researchers in the psychology of
learning and two experts in the technical aspects of Computer
Assisted Instruction. Resources only allowed work with one
school. It was importante to the project leaders that:

it should be an average school, with a number of computers
large enough to allow one class to work at the same time with
them;

the mathematics teachers and the school should be inter-
ested in participate in the project.
The mathematics teachers were consulted about the topic to

be selected as a subject matter. Trigonometry was chosen. This
subject is taught in the tenth grade (16 years old pupils) in the
stream preparing fo.. the University. It is seen as a difficult subject
by the teachers The software was developed from 1985 to 1987,
subject to some conditions:

the work with the computer would be integrated in the nor-
mal curriculum, without any change in the usual order of the
topics; some lessons would be replaced by lessons with the
computer:

the most difficult questions and topics in the subject matter
would be assigned to the lessons with the computer.

5. Description of the Activity

5.1. Teaching and Learning Styles

a) The four to six lessons with the computer were part of a unit
of 14 lessons on the subject matter of trigonometry. Each lesson
had a normal duration of 50 minutes. About 25 pupils worked in
groups of two in each computer.
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b) Questions and exercises were presented on the screen and
in the keyboard the pupil typed short answers, mostly numeri-
cal. Comments or further explanations, and sometimes an extra-
screen with some information and other examples were pre-
sented on the screen as a feedback. The last lesson of the program
is more open, requesting from the pupil a higher level of decisions.
The consequences of an answer is made visible in the graph or in
a formula, and the pupil must decide if he/she is moving in the
right directions or if something must be corrected immediately.

c) The pupils were free to choose who they work with and a
good learning environment and working atmosphere existed in
the classroom, with the pupils discussing with each other the an-
swers to be given and the reasons for this or that feedback from
the computers.

d) The role of the teacher was significantly changed In the
computer lessons, as compared to the one in the lessons without
computers in the same subject. The teacher was now a supervisor,
and was much more able to grasp the pupils' difficulties, to help or
encourage pupils and to ask questions in order to further en-
lighten the problems in discussion.

e) In the last two lessons with the computer some students
were much slower than others in solving the questions posed by
the computer, and it was necessary to give the faster learners
other interesting and more complex questions and problems to
be worked without computer.

5.2. Record of Activity

In the first two lessons with computers pupils are requested
to do a number of exercises in order to sharpen their knowledge of
the graphs of the functions f(x) = sin (x) and f(x) = cos (x) on the
interval 10,27c). The properties of symmetry of these graphs are
pointed up through convenient exercises, like for instance the
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following one:
Given the value 5 ofx, for which value(s) on [0,2n} the function

f(x) = sin (x) assumes the same or opposite value as in x=5?
One graph is presented to the pupils on the screen (the figure

is not a reproduction of the screen)

and the children are taught e use the symmetry in the graph,
indicated by the line segments of equal length (in bold in the
graph). In this way. pupils can easily find that the solution for the
same value is n + (27c - 5) = 37c 5. In a similar way, they can use
graph symmetry to find the x-value where the function has an
opposite value.

In the first exercises the whole figure is shown to the pupils,
but after more is left to the pupil. At the end, exercises without the
graph are proposed to the students, and only in case of wrong
answers the graphs are shown.

In the third lesson exercises to solve simple linear equations
and inequalities are proposed to the students. The fourth lesson
deals with transformation of functions and graphs, namely through
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the study of functions of the type f(x) = d + c sin (bx + a), with b>0,
and the equivalent functions for the eosin. In this way, the
transformations studied are: horizontal trar lation, magnifica-
tions with respect to the x-axis and to the y -axis, and vertical
translation. Another type of problems proposed could be ex-
pressed by the phrase "looking for the formula", because the
pupils are requested to discover the function corresponding to a
given graph.

6. Conclusions

Pupils had a moderately positive response to the computer
lessons. Most of them did not consider these lessons annoying,
and they declared that the work was not harder than before. But,
as told by the team of researchers, that was the case. Pupils felt
they have actually learned with the computer lessons. These are
some quotations from the pupils interviews:

It was more varying, and when he (the computer) said
it was wrong, you could do it again by yourself."

It is nicer to work together with other pupils, you 'care
more from it. you can explain things to each other."

I found things rather slow, if you have a good answer it
was explained to you again why your answer was good. I
found that boring."

We did not have to ask the teacher often for something,
only if you used the wrong notation, but most of the time,
no.

Well, on the whole I did like it, it went rather fast some-
times, but I did like it, it was after all something different
than the usual explaining in the class, yes, I did like it."
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It seems that there is some improvement in the achievement

of the pupils in this subject matter when taught in an interactive

way with computers. But when the subject is essentially more

difficult, as in the case of transformation of trigonometric func-

tions and graphs, more timc must be spent in the topic, even if

computers are used.
Teachers were very happy with the computer lessons. They

recognized that these lessons were much more easygoing and
causing less tension than the others, and that the pupils worked

much more than before. In their view, 20 to 30% of the lessons
could be organized this way, if there was hardware and software

available. Also, teachers considered that the computer lessons
combined well with the lessons without computer and that the
subject matter was well dealt with.
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Graphic Calculus

1. The school

This work was carried out in the Het Waterlant-College, a
catholic school situated in Amsterdam. This school has 1200
pupils and the social level of the pupils is low or medium.

Three levels of the secondary education in the Netherlands
Gymnasium, Havo and Mayo are present in this school. The
pupils in the class adressed in this study belong to the first one
and will normally undertake university studies.

2. Aims

The main objectives adressed with the activities described in
this case are:
1) To help students develop aptitudes for establish connections
between the analytical description of functions and their graphic
representations.
2) To encourage students to do investigations in mathematics,
for instance looking for specific relations within a family of func-
tions or analysing the effect of a parameter of changing a parame-
ter within a function.
3) To facilitate the exploration and demonstration of the funda-
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mental ideas of calculus.
4) To provide students and teachers with a greater insight into
the mathematical processes in elementary calculus courses.

3. Material and resources used

3.1 Hardware

MS-DOS IBM compatible computers with at least 512 K
memory and colour monitors.

3.2 Software

VU- GRAFIEK is a MS-DOS program developed by Piet Van
Blokland after the original design and implementation for the
BBC computer by David Tall.

VU-GRAFIEK is a powerful graphics program with extensive
possibilities, including looking for the formula, drawing graphs,
area computing, equation solving (several methods). Taylor poly-
nomials, curves in space, parametric representation of curves.
first and second order differential equations, functions of two
variables and complex functions. In addition it is very user friendly
and pupils begin to use it fully almost from the first contact.

3.3 Other supporting materials

There is a handbook for the program VU-Grafick and the
students receive worksheets with the proposals of the activities.

4. Overview and curricular context

This kind of program can be used in many different situations,

r
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grades and subject matters. Namely, this software has been used
by several teachers in different schools. It has been used exten-
sively in the experiments of the new mathematics programs inThe
Netherlands, mainly in the upper secondary school. There are also
experiences with children 14 and 15 years old, and in this case the
program can be a tool to be used at the very beginning of the study
of functions. Later on it can be used for the study of trigonometri-
cal functions and also for the study of surfaces in the 3-D space
and their defining functions. Some parts of it are useful at the
university.

5. Description of activity

5.1. Teaching and learning styles

a) VU-Grafiek has been used in many different situations, One
situation was one computer for the whole class, with the teacher
discussing with the pupils. Another common situation is one
computer for every two students. There is a report of a teacher
using VU-Graflek in an oral examination.

b) With this program, with appropriate support materials,
students can take initiatives and explore unexpected situations
outside the normal curriculum limits.

5.2. Record of activity

There follows some extracts from an actual worksheet that
was used in the school for a lesson with 10th grade pupils.
Pupils worked in groups of two in each computer and had
some previous lessons in trigonometry. In this activity they
studied the role of the various parameters in the family of
functions f(x) = a sin (bx+d).

For information we insert some examples of the screens
obtained from the computer.
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f(x) = sin x + d

erase the screen
insert function f(x) = sin x + d
d = ? ; program is asking for a value for parameter d

-1 -I 0 I 2

Plot Clear Z0711 Table Alter coast its

ITLIttion Large Menu Domain Step coutants

f(x) =sin x T d

k.

cOn5tails

d: 0

put d=0 and press <return>
You have two options for working with a parameter. With the

option A (Alter constants), you can draw a new graphic for
each case (value of d). With the option S (Step constants), you
can ask for a set of graphs one after another.

choose option S, put d=0.6 and ask for 4 graphs,
observe that in the upper right corner appears the

parameter value corresponding to the curve the program is
drawing,

repeat the same operatiors with other values and inves-
tigate the different cases.

What is the role of parameter d?
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-2 -I 0 I 2

t(x):sin x o d

X:

constants

d: 0.1

Plot Clear ZCOM Table Alter col-Isla-its

truxticn Large Hero Casein Step constants

insert f(x) = a sin x
put a=0. Do you think the result is unexpected or

reasonable?

/..---,.......

'-----/.\-----'i

-2 -I 0 I 2

Plot Clear Zoom fable Alter constants

lkoction Large rani Casein Step constants

ffid:a sin x

constents

a: I
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ask for a sequence of graphs and adapt the axes if
necessary

investigate other cases (for instance, with negative values for
a)
What is the role of parameter a?

f(x) = sin bx

do the same kind of investigation as for the other families
use option L (Large) to observe the intersections with the

axes

What is the role of parameter b?

Air) = sin (x c)

same investigation as before; use stepvalues of n/2
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What is the role of parameter c?

f(x) = a sin bx; f(x) = a sin (x + c); f(x) = a sin (bx + c)

Study the functions with 2 or more parameters at the same
time; for a good point of departure give value 0 to the
parameters.

6. Conclusions.

The program is very easy to use and many times the pupils
extend the exploration of one situation further than it is expected
by the teacher. Some common misinterpretations are clarified by

the use of the program. Teacher Heleen Verhage observed a class
where the pupils studied the function f(x)= ax + b, trying to
understand the role of the parameters a and b. She made the
following comments:
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"Annemarie and Karin worked earnestly and with pleasure.
For this type of work, half an hour is enough, many things
happen in a short period, the work is not a placid one as
when drawing a graph with pencil and paper.
The class was a success, in the sense that the pupils worked
hard and in a meaningful situation. For the pupils of
MAVO-4 [15 years old], we would think that this is an easy
subject, but many misinterpretations appear that are only
clarified with the use of a graphic program. Perhaps we
could avoid these mistakes if we had began this kind of
work sooner."
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Problem Solving and Spreadsheets

1. The Schools

In Portugal, secondary schools have pupils from 12 to 18

years old corresponding to grades 7th to 12th. Pupils with
different abilities are together in the same classes. This case
study describes an experience undertaken with 1 th grade
pupils.

Mem Martins is a small town in the suburbs of Lisbon
mainly inhabited by people working both in the suburbs and in
the Lisbon area. The secondary school of Mem Martins is 7

years old, has 2000 pupils, mostly from working and middle
class origin, and about 200 teachers. Few teachers live close to

the school and there are quite a number of staff changes at the
end of each year. This interferes with development work within

the curriculum.
The secondary school Veiga Beirdo is situated in downtown

Lisbon, surrounded by commercial and business quarters of

the city. Both pupils and teachers do not live near the school. It

is an old school about 40 years old-- with 600 pupils in day

courses and the same number in night courses. Unlike the
school of Mem Martins, a reasonable number of the 120
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teachers are members of the permanent staff.
Regarding computers and the way in which they are used,

there are sharp differences between the two schools. Five years
ago (1985/1986) the first computers arrived to the school Veiga
Beirdo. Only the mathematics teachers showed interest and
developed some activities although there was no real continuity.
In the school of Mem Martins the computers were introduced
during the year 1987/1988. Since then several teachers,
namely history, mathematics, languages and health teachers,
used them in extra-curricular activities as well as in normal
classroom lessons.

2. Aims

2.1. To develop pupils' skills in problem solving and oral
communication within mathematical subjects.

2.2. To increase pupils' abilities in group work and in other
ways of work organization allowing pupil activity to be the
centre of classroom work.

2.3. To allow the pupils to become more independant in
developing solutions to problems.

2.4. To deepen pupils' understanding about mathematical
concepts related to sequences and functions.

3. Material and Resources Used

3.1. Hardware

In these experiences were used PC compatible (Amstrad
1512) computers, 6 in Mem Martins and 4 in Veiga Beirao, with
mono and colour monitors; there was one Epson LX-800

J tj
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printer in each school.

3.2. Software

The spreadsheet SuperCale l was used in both schools.

There is a variety of spreadsheets commercially available.

Most spreadsheets are quite similar except for graph-drawing

facilities: these are often very important in education. They have

bee') designed to handle large sets of numbers that need to be

organized and from which computation can be done. Every
spreadsheet is a matrix of cells, each one named after the

corresponding column and line. In these cells data a text, a

number or a formula can be entered. Using the formula

facility, the content of a cell can be related to the other cells in

order to calculate the required value. Supercalc 4 is a powerful

spread-sheet available throughout Europe with several graphic

facilities namely the drawing of line, bar and X-Y graphs.

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

Worksheets were developed and included in a book written

in Portuguese by the teachers who conducted this activity

(Quod Novis, Susana Carreira and Georgina Tome ed.

Associacao de Professores de Matematica/Minerva 1989).

4. Overview and Curricular Context

The choice of the software a spreadsheet was justified

by two major reasons: it is a powerful tool with facilities that can

easily be used for the learning of mathematics, and in
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particular fits very well in the 11th year Portuguese curriculum
which is mainly the study of functions d sequences.

Two classcn, one in each school, have been involved in the
activity. Pupils' age ranged from 16 to 18 years old. The two
teachers set up the scheme of work and developed all the
materials (worksheets, evaluation tests and curricular
organization) together. The work was supported by the
Portuguese national MINERVA Project.

The year began with the general concepts regarding
functions classification, monotony-order-. etc without the
use of computers.

The computer is particularly suitable for the study of
sequences, this was the subject that was chosen to begin the
computer work, reversing the usual curricular order in which
functions appear before sequences. The study of functions was
done as an extension of the previous study of the sequences.
The concept of the limit of a sequence helped students to
understand the concept of the limit of a function at a point. In
this kind of approach, the software proved to be most suitable
providing opportunities to draw conclusions concerning
extensions and restrictions of a function.

The comp..iters were used by several classes in the schools.
so they were not always available. It was at Mem Martins where
this fact was most annoying.

5. Description of Activity

Problem solving was present throughout all lessons and a
similar approach for each curricular topic was made. A problem
solving situation was introduced and a period of exploration
and discussion followed in order to draw conclusions.
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As the whole curriculum was studied based on the
spreadsheet, seventeen problems were used to introduce the
mathematical topics.

5.1. Teaching and Learning Styles

The use of problem solving as a methodology and the
spreadsheet as a tool provided opportunities of discussion
within mathematical subjects. There was also a new
organization in the classroom, shifting the focus from the
teacher to the students' activity. The teacher should act as a
coordinator.

At Mem Martins there were 6 computers available. The class
was divided in 6 groups of 3 or 4 pupils. Each group had one
computer to do its own work allowing all groups to use t hem at
the same time. In Veiga Beira) there was a change within the
first weeks. Since there were only 4 computers available, groups
of 5 pupils showed difficulties to find a suitable organization. It
was then decided to change the number of pupils in each group
in order to make them smaller. While 4 groups were working
with computers the others were doing activities within the
same subject and related to the activities they had done or
would do later using the computer.

During the period of discussion and exploration for each
problemam solving situation, the teachers acted as
coordinators encouraging the students to go into deeper
analysis, proposing questions Ind challenges, and helping
them in order to allow the discussion to go on until a
mathematical model has been found. This se mrch was followed
by worksheets with questions related to the concepts implied in
the model. Paper and pencil work had an important role in the
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activities carried out. The discoveries made were then
formali7ed and linked to the curricular topics.

After students have tried to solve the problem, the different
strategies developed were compared in order to promote the
exchange of opinions and the improvement of final results. The
exchange occurred spontaneously without the teachers'
interference.

Outside the classroom, the time was mainly spent
conceiving and building teaching materials and correcting every
worksheet done in the classroom.

In every evaluation test, a problem similar to the those
presented in the computer lessons was included. It was the part
that pupils found easier and liked most. Although planned, a
evaluation test using computers never took place.

5.2. Record of Activity

One example: From the Earth to the Moon

Imagine that you can fold a sheet of paper as many times
as you want. Knowing that the distance from the Earth to the
Moon is 380.000 km. how many times do you have to fold the
sheet of paper in order to reach the Moon?

(Thickness of the sheet of paper: 1 mm)
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When this problem was introduced several pupils tried to
guess the correct answer. Fifty was the smallest number
mentioned during this first discussion. After a while, and when
the pupils' opinion seemed to be established, the need to check
the truth arose and the spreadsheet was set up by the pupils
with two columns: the number of folds and the corresponding
thickness. The initial surprise was overcame by the rapid
sequence increase, clearly evident in the computer (espessura
and dobragens are thickness and folds in Portuguese):

SUCESSA0 DAS ESPESSURAS
(1 mm)

rqn,t,monmth0-,1,)vulOnnOmo-cq,,q,mor-,00,0-cwqvultontoo,,..-,.,-NNNCANC,NCNICIMMMK1,11nnn

dobroger;

The following worksheet was given to the pupils in order to
deepen mathematical concepts like:

sequence
subsequence
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order
upper and lower bound of a sequence
limit of a sequence
geometric progression and its common ratio

1. Define a sequence en whose terms represent the successive
thickness of the sheet of paper, after each fold:
1.1. by a recursion formula
1.2. by a formula that describes the nth term of the sequence.

2. Compute e1, e2, e3, e38 and e39

3. If the initial thickness of the sheet of paper was 0.1 mm.
what will be the first term of the sequence? In this case, how
many times would it be necessary to fold the sheet in order to
reach the Moon?

4. Is there any term equal to 512? Or equal to 80? Why?

5. Draw, using a spreadsheet, a graph with the first terms of
the sequence.
5.1. What can you say about the sequence after you have
examined the graph?
5.2. Prove that the sequence is monotonic and indicate the
kind of monotony.

6.1. Compute. using the spreadsheet, the ratio and the
difference between consecutive terms (e., /en and en+i- en ).
6.2. Compute. without the spreadsheet, the same ratio.
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7. Let E be the set of the terms of the sequence.
7.1. Is it possible to find a lower bound of E?
7.2. And a upper bound?
7.3. Is it possible to find a range bounded by two horizontal
lines containing all points of the graph?
7.4. Is the sequence bounded? Why?

8. Is un = 4n a subsequence of en? Why?

9. What is the limit of en?

Items 1. and 2. were answered during the introductory
lesson and it took two more lessons to work through the whole
worksheet. The recursion formula was quickly found as there is
a straight connection with the task that the pupils performed
at the computer.

The computers were available in case the pupils should like
to use them. For example, they enlarged the spreadsheet with
two columns where the ratio and the difference between
consecutive terms were calculated. As stated before, every
question was discussed both with the pupils of their own
groups and with members of other groups.

6. Conclusions

Based on direct observation of students' work, worksheets
and evaluation tests, the teachers have drawn conclusions
concerning the activities.

After overcoming initial apathy, enthusiasm and the will to
go on remained constant all year long. The teachers think both
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the methodology and the use of computers were responsible for
this students' behaviour. Even in more formal lessons the
students had an active role communicating their own views,
certainties and doubts.

In the first term, the progression throughout the
curriculum was below the average for the 1:: th grade classes.
The students took a certain amount of time to get acquainted
with the software. Moreover, the methodology, based on group
work and problem solving, was a novelty to them as far as
mathematics is concerned. After the first term a inversion took
place and there was a rapid progression, faster than the
teachers expected. One hour extra (6 per week instead the usual
5) helped to overcome this difficulty and in the end all the
curricular topics were covered.

A similar change happened in the students' autonomy. In
the first lessons, the pupils showed great need for the teachers'
support, as soon as a doubt arisen the teachers' help was
required. After this period they developed ways to deal with the
difficulties, managing to work through the whole problem
requiring little or no help from the teacher. Obviously. it was
during the first phase that teachers had additional work while
students were trying to adapt themselves to this methodology.

There was a significant increase in the students' ability to
make clear their reasc ning, both orally and in written form.

One of the teachers involved in the activity had another
1 1 th grade class where computers were not used and thus the
problems using computers were not presented. Although the
curriculum organization was the same, the outcomes in this
class were below that obtained by the class in which the
computers were used.

The methodology generated opportunities to discuss
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connections within mathematical subjects, links between them,
and relations of mathematics with the real world. In fact, the
students were surprised to find that mathematics has
applications in physical phenomena, for example. As
mentioned above, the 11th grade curriculum was fully studied
and besides the students had opportunities to face subjects
outside curriculum boundaries that arisen in discussions and
they found interesting. Students said it was a very rewarding
approach and an enjoyable experience.
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1. The schools

The activities described in this case study took place in
several schools, from a set of twenty four belonging to six areas:
Bury, East Sussex, Essex, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire
and Suffolk, corresponding to 6 teaching groups. Within this
set we can find a diversity concerning pupils' social background
and age, schools environment and dimensions. In order to
ilustrate, two schools are described below.

Newmarket Upper School is located in the Suffolk town of

Newmarket and provides secondary education to pupils aged

between 13 and 18 years old. They come both from the town
and from the surroundings which is mainly a rural area The

town is known as a centre for breeding and training
racehorses. Along with this there are light industrial and
agricultural enterprises. The school is a comprehensive school

and has 660 students covering the whole social and ability
range.

I-luxlow School is a comprehensive school in
Northamptonshire and it serves the small towns of Finedon
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and Irthlingborough and the surrounding villages. Light
industry and agriculture are the main activities within the
school area. The school has 620 pupils from 11 to 18 years old,
and a wide range concerning social background and ability is
represented.

In both schools the Head of the Mathematics Department
is involved in the use of graphic calculators. The students
involved in this activities were aged between 16 and 18 from A-
level courses in Mathematics. An A-level course is a two-year
option course in Mathematics, for students in the upper
secondary stream. The number of one hour lessons per week is
around 4 and the topics covered are, among others, algebra,
coordinate geometry, trigonometry, functions, calculus and
statistics.

In Newmarket Upper School, 15 students in each year-
group took A-level courses in Mathematics and in Huxlow
School this course is taught in a consortium with two
neighbouring schools to 40 students in each year-group.

2. Aims

Although for each subject specific goals are tc be attained,
there are general aims to consider regarding the use of graphic
calculators:

a) To foster pupils' skills in mathematically thinking and
reasoning.

b) To allow students to use spontaneously computing
facilities, making it part of the normal mathematical activity.

c) To allow a variety of approaches for the same problem
(numeric, algebric, graphic).

d) To emphasise the exploration of mathematical
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relationships rather than present symbolic manipulation as an
end in itself.

e) To encourage students to evaluate their own ideas and
conclusions.

3. Material and resources used

The models of calculators used were the CASIO fx-7000 (5
teaching groups) and the Hewlett-Packard 28 C (1 teaching
group). Both these models have graphing and programming
facilities.

Each student was given a graphic calculator on permanent
loan or they were freely available in every mathematics lesson.
In this case, and to be permanently available, pupils could
obtain them at the school library or at a resource centre.

Box 1
The graphic calculators have also programming facilities which

can be used by the students. The following program. to appear later
on in this case study, calculates, and displays on the screen, the
sucessive terms of a series which is a sequence of the sum of the
terms of an arithmetic progression with first term A and common
difference D.

"A"? -> A ask for number A. put in memory A

"D"? -> D
A-> U stare Ain U

U >S
Lbl 1 mark the top of a loop

SUM= display on the screen: SUM=

SA display the value stared in S

> U add U to D and store the result in U

U+S >
Goto 1 Jump to the top of the loop
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4. Overview and Curricular Context

The activities described in this case study have been
developed within a NCET MESU (National Council for
Educational Technology Microelectronics Education Support
Unit) project coordinated by Kenneth Ruthven from the
Department of Education of the University of Cambridge.

The Graphic Calculators in Mathematics project ran from
July 1988 to July 1990 involving over 30 teachers and 1000
students in 24 schools. Its main goal was to develop, trial and
evaluate teaching approaches wich exploit the potential of the
graphic calculator and produce a professional development
pack for dissemination to a wider audience.

During the two years, a newsletter Graphvine - and
several supplements with specific and general topics were
published. These supplements were elaborated by working
groups of project teachers and included propc.sals of activities
to be worked in the classroom. for example, suggestions of
worksheets. Some issues were dedicated to provide an
alternative to the official manuals of the graphic calculator
models explaining and exploring basic features. The project
teachers met periodically to exchange ideas and review
progress.

The activities within the project took place in upper
secondary mathematics courses, mostly A-level. A variety of
mathematical topics and subjects were studied using
calculators: numeric patterns, sequences, series, algebra,
statistics, graphic representations, including polar and
parametric graphs, graphic patterns, locus, polynomials,
functions and trigonometry including identities.
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5. Description of activity

5.1.Teaching and Learning Styles

Project teachers were free to plan the work of their classes,

having occured both common and different approaches. For
example, programming was not given the same stress by all
teachers. In any case, common facets can be identified.
Symbolic (or algebric) manipulation, available only in one model,

was little used and learning took place more privately and
informally. This is not to imply that group work, peer
discussion and interacting do not occur. During lessons
students were free to explain their own reasonings thus
helping each other.

5.2. Record of activities

In a 11th grade crass, students are beginning to develop the

trigonometric identities for double- and compound-angles such

as cos 2a and cos (a+b). They had already made use of

calculators exploring transformations of graphs and the
periodic properties and symmetries of simple sine and cosine
functions, and arc aware of simple interrelationships, for
example sin24-cos2= I .

The teacher asked the whole class if there are suggestions
for equivalent forms of cos 2a. The most popular suggestions
are 2cos a and cost a. Then, the students were asked to
evaluate these suggestions, in groups of three or four, and write

clown their reasoning. In case both the suggestions proved to be
false, they should search for a correct one.

Different strategies were developed by the students. In the
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first phase, while some of them selected a particular value for a
and calculated the cosine values for each case, others draw the
graphs for each function. The calculators were used to find the
cosine values and to draw the graphs of the functions. In the
second phase, almost every groups used the graphic
calculators.

The students' work is illustrated below:
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The following activities took place at the Bury Metropolitan
College in a I 1th grade class and were designed by Barbara
Richmond and Peter Normington. These activities aimed the
study of arithmetic and geometric progressions as well as the
corresponding series.

On the course of developing the activities supported by
worksheets, the students worked in group and discussed their
results which were summarised and documented in a follow-up
discussion.

After they have generated arithmetic progressions, using
calculators, the students were asked to try the following in
their calculators:

-2 ---> A EXE
-0.5 ---> D EXE
A EXE
Ans + D EXE
Keep pressing EXE. Expiaitt in your own words what the

calculator is doing.
Here it is a sample of students' work regarding this

particular worksheet item:

F.4 r
6;444

iN f ,,at, ( 4., -.1 \ ?,

-5) 1,(5 I,' pi .1 (..%1J.),0 f '

.2-pr;. then " tl,e

student 1

eter. Ur
I.... s \

student 2
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"A"'?-->A
"D"'?>D
A

1,bl 1: Ans+D
Goto 1

This program. as well as the way to store and run it, was
listed in the next worksheet item. The students tried it using
several values for A and D, Information concerning notation
and terminology of arithmetic functions were written on the
worksheet. For each sequence, a formula for ui in terms of i
had to be found and later generalised:

For the sequence with first term a. and with adding-on
number d (which we call the common-difference), can you find
a _formula _for the tth term?

Spotting a pattern or devisint; a formula for each sequence
and then generalising were two strategies that students
employed:

r, I N. + (II,- 1-Z. 7) iI

student

-1

D-1

D (-7 -;)
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U4 ..17 Ur 2-1 U,. 17

/5 U.; 51

U;. - t V,. z _ 6.5

tA
A b(a

student 2

After this study about arithmetic progressions, the
students were introduced to the concept of series.

a) A series is the sum of a sequence. Take the arithemettc
progression with 1 as the first term and 2 as the common

difference. and write down the values of u1, t11 +u2. u1 f-u2+u3.

etc. Make a table of values as.follows:

11 011 sum up to and (ul +tin) n(tii+un)

inelighng
1 1 1 2 2

2 3 4 8

3 5 9 6 13

b) Repeat a) for the sequences you worked with. Do !jou notice

anti/hi/1g?
e) C'an qou write down a JOrmulo for the sum of the _first ri

terms livich we (lento, ill of these sequences?
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d) Can you write this formula in terms of the first term a and
the common difference d?

S), 2 = h (d I 0 -c4 F L4,)

S}.2 rt /.1,

Sn Y 2. -., n ( a 4- (.4,)

SA Y 2 r ci (6 , ctn l a - el)

bin e - d )

2-

S «

2-

^ (0,1 A+ <16 . , ,(6 44- -11)

2

1

"(n (" (1:142

no. (.,)j)
2

2.

student 2

(-1G (..tn - d

(24 1 ct(,,

2._

student 1

As illustrated above, the students coped well with this
activity, although a few had to be led towards comparing
columns three and five when doing the investigation in
questions a) and b). A follow-up discussion of the proof of the
formula for the sum of arithmetic progressions brought out the
reason for considering (uri-u) in the investigation.

By this time the arithmetic progression was formalized
and later on the concept of geometric progression was
introduced using a program, similar to the program which was
used for the arithmetic progressions. A formula for the ith term
was found.
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At this point, some students tried to find a formula for the
sum of the geometric progression and applied the same
approach they had used concerning the arithmetic
progression. It proved to be difficult!

Based on the concepts studied, the students began to work
within another worksheet focusing the ideas of convergence
and the limit of the sum of a series.

At the beginning of the worksheet. the students were asked
to enter into their calculators the program (see box 1 for

details):

A>U
U>S
1.131 1:"

U+D>U
U÷S>S
Coto 1

SUM= ": S

ut=a+(i -1)d

n

Sn'E ut
1=1

After they had calculated the sum for several number of
terms within various arithmetic progressions, the program
was modified in order to find the sum of terms of geometric
progressions. Again, the students had the opportunity to try
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the program with several progressions and some questions
were proposed in order to investigate:

Do you notice anything about Sn as n gets larger?
What meaning can you give to lim Sn?

rt>w

Which is the important number which governs the
behaviour you notice in the sum sequence? Is it a or r?

What is the condition for Lim S to exist?
ri>00

Students found their way through the investigation,
although there were differencies between them. Some showed
more facility than others. For example, it was necessary to
encourage some students to calculate the sums for more than
10 terms In order to investigate the limit and be sure of
convergence.

This approach allowed students' assumptions providing
opportunities to test them. One student came up with the
condition a (first term) < r (common ratio) for the convergence
of a geometric progression. and was encouraged to test this out.

Below and on the next page are printed some students'
ideas of convergence to a limit and comments on the condition
for convergence.
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Overall, the students enjoyed working through these
activities and the introduction to programming promoted some
students' involvement in using the calculator.

6. Conclusions

Several conclusions regarding the use of graphic
calculators, the way students relate to them, can be drawn
from the work developed.

The initial period of becoming familiar with graphic
calculators can be frustating at times but, as they were always
available, students usually managed to overcome it. At first,
students experienced difficulties in breaking habits established
on traditional calculators. For example, the necessary
adaptation to the reverse Polish notation used on the Hewlett-
Packard was not easy for most of them. There was a
considerable mismatch between the informal concepts
employed by the students and the formal language of the
calculator in working with symbolic manipulation.

Although a small number of students were reluctant to use
any calculator, traditional or advanced, because they felt they
were losing control of the mathematics, by the end of the first
term nearly all the students were making confident and
spontaneous use of the calculating and graphing facilities and
by the end of the first year two thirds of the pupils were making
spontaneous use of the programming facility.

Students who had previously used traditional calculators
continued to use them for calculating, for example, the
manipulation of fractions, even if they had became proficient in
using graphing facilities on graphic calculators. This happened
oitcn in two project classes where the teacher showed

' t1
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reservations about the use of graphic calculators.
Regarding teachers' opinions, they were keen about the use

of calm.' ators, showing enthusiasm and encouraging the use of
graphic calculators in their schools and local areas.

Comparing the work in a class where every student has one
calculator, and another one with a single computer in the
classroom, the teachers noticed that students used graphing
and programming facilities in the first setting in a wider
manner than in the second environment. Even in classes where
access to calculators was more limited they also think that
access to graphic calculators is more supportive of small group
exploratory approaches.

By the end of the first year students were tested on
describing a given graph in symbolic terms. The results in the
project group were significantly higher than that of the
comparison group. formed by students without access to
graphic calculators or computing graphing. This test
underlined other significant fact: females outperformed males
in the project group while the inverse occured in the
comparison group.

Proving the succes that calculators had among students,
they started to use them in other lessons and for private study
and several pupils purchased their own graphic calculators.

In the Autumn 88 issue of Graphvine, it is stated that:
"Sketching a graph, for example, or finding
numerical solutions to an equation, are important
component routines within the process of problem
solving. Using the calculators to do this quickly
and reliably frees students to focus on the strategic
and tactical elements of a problem-solving task,
Equally. the graphic calculator can be used as a
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learning aid, permitting the adoption of
graphically-mediated appraches to new
mathematical concepts and strategies. Many
students found that such approaches made
mathematical ideas more accessible in early stages
of development, and complemented the traditional
symbolically-mediated approaches at later stages."
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Integration of Algorithmic Thinking into the
Mathematics Curriculum

1. The school

This work was carried out at the Gymnasium in Bad-Iburg, a

town of 10.000 inhabitants 20 km south of Osnabruck in north-
western Germany. This gymnasium is a state school, the only one

in this town. It covers seventh to thirteen grade students, that is,
those that normally would be 12 to i9 years old. It has 650
students.

The german "Gymnasium" is the type of secondary school
which is orientated towards university. In a rural area like Bad
Iburg, about 25% of the students in one grade are going to a
gymnasium. The decision to do so is made by their parents at the
end of grade 6th (in a kind of primary school for all children)

consulted by the teachers.
The Gymnasium Bad 'burg has 61 teachers on the permanent

staff.
From 1987 to 1990 in each year, two of four parallel classes (of

about 25 students) were involved in the experiment. Since the
beginning of the school year 1990 all four parallel classes in grade

7 arc thought to be following this new approach.
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2. Aims

The main objectives of the activities described in this case
study have been

a) To use the integration of algorithmic thinking in the mathe-
matics curriculum to help students develop a sound understand-
ing of the concept of function (of several variables) and related
algebra concepts.

b) To give pupils, through the use of appropriate materials, a
perception of computer operation and of the mathematical out-
look of the automation of procedures.

3. Material and resources used

3.1 Hardware
10 MS-DOS compatible computers were used.

3.2 Software

The software used was a simulation program for a Register-
machine (RM). Before using the computer, in the first part of the
school year, pupils work with concrete or imagined RM's (see
below, § 4.).

3.3 Other supporting materials

A textbook for pupils is available (an English edition is in
preparation). There is also a detailed teachers' handbook. In the
classroom, pupils receive worksheets. The instruction material
"Dynamische Labyrinthe" is used to represent an algorithm as a
kind of working flow chart.
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4. Overview and curricular context

This experience is included in a curriculum project developed

in the Osnabruck University during the past three years (1987-

90), that will last until the end ofJuly 1993 and is financed by the

Ministry of Education of the Niedersachsen State (in the Federal

Republic of Germany). One main objective of the project is to build

and experiment learning situations leading to the integration of

algorithmic and axiomatic thinking into the mathematics curricu-

lum for grade 7 and 8 and the construction of a new curriculum

and textbooks for the students.
In the beginning of the school year, 7th grade pupils are

introduced to the subject through the use of some models of

register-machines.
A concrete and unsophisticated model of a registermadtine is

a box with several compartments. called registers.

re I ree 2 reg 3 re 7 4

One of the very first activities that could be proposed to the

pupils is the following:
Children are asked to imagine a robot that is only able to

execute two elementary operations: 1) to take one stick from one

register and ii) to put one stick In one register. They are asked to

put 3 sticks in register one and 5 sticks hi register two and to give

instrutions to the robot in order that, after Snipe operations. the

number of sticks in the register one is to be equal to tite number

of sticks that were fa both registers before. This Is just the
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beginning of a long process where the ehildrei I, alter playing with
this RM as a first step, will go on building adchng machhics with
counters and other blocks and hive .log small computer pro-
grams (based on the referred elementary operations) for solving
problems. It Is important, for the didactical approaeh, that the
students learn to represent an algorithm in different forms of
(external) represei it at Ions, It has been shown by research on the

-cognitive structuresnes of algorithmical thinking that the pi ipils have
individual differences in the structure of the mental model which
is induced by the offered (external) representations of au algo-
rithm.

By the middle of the school year, in a typical situation in the
classroom, pupils will solve a given problem in two different but
mutually illuminating ways: they define a function, normally with
several variables, to mathernatize the concrete situation ex-
pressed by the problem, mid they build one computer program as
a simulation of the ,qinic situation.

This curriculum project has been accompanied by a research
on the cognitive structures of algorithinical thinking, conducted
by Dr. Inge Schwank, from the Forschungsinstitut fur Nlathema-
tikdidaktik. Osnabriick.

The project started ill August 1987 with two 7th ;rade classes
in the same school and has !ATLI expanded every year. In 1989.
1990, twelve 7th grade elas,,es in five schools were involved and
in 1990/91 not only those classes arc followed in the 8th grade as
twelve new 7th grade classes have !won the experience

In the 7th grade, the mathematics currictilnin in this State
includes statistics and probability (2 weeks). geometry (4 weeks)
anti algebra (3'2 weeks) In the classes that are following the

d (lora ulum of this, project, the whole subject of algebra
and 5;tatistics is replaced by the ntw alorithrnh. and tunclintlid
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approach,
The project is carried on at the University of Osnabruck and

headed by prof. Cohors-Fresenborg,

5. Description of activity

5.1. Teaching and learning styles

al The classroom hi the Gymnasium had Ibitrg is a pleasant
.nut well illuminated loom with ,-,eycral rows of bibles and a large
spare in the hack. In this spare. in one row and against the wall,
ten computers are placed in such a way that two pupils can work
in each of them.

hi In it typical session, the teacher this case IJr. Christa
kautte A.wilt give the pupils one worksheet with some problems
to solve. Pupils will work mainly individually. at their tables, bid
sonwtinws will dismiss their findings with the colleagues that are
seated nearby. They are yeny interested In their work and eager to
hurl it solution for example. it function of several variables
1110fIrinng a given situation,

cl Alter (.4atic time. the teacher will ask if someone has bound
a solution for the first problem. and scame pi mils answer `,,,Ts" and
go to the blackboard and write their functions, while their col-
leaf!' les in on trying to find their own solutions. The teacher asks
the pupils to criticize the solutions Written on the blakboa,11, and
each one is set-Wild/eft disciplined but lively general discus

fond col itriht mow; how 111,11y pupils.
di several different solution,: are a(rrl)o rl and nor'

chosen for computer ,,,,ork In Ihe next ,:tcp to build a «anputet
Plograin tcPictliting till ilgorithin to compute the attic of the
tunclinit pupils will work in the coputer., in Li.loup Iwo and

I -it
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will take that solution as the chosen model to be represented by
the compt iter program.

r) If the worksheet was not completely worked out In the
classroom lesson. tl pupils 1,v111 it as homework, and their
findings will be discussed in the next lesson.

5.2. Record of activities

1) The following is an actual worksheet proposed to 7111 grade
pupils in the Gymnasium had !burg:

Worksheet

To be used In a school party we have to buy bottles Of coca-
cola, mit feral water and oranifp Juice in a drink market, in this
shop the prices of beverages arc the following,

1 box of cocacola (12 bottles) 0.85 1)M per bottle
1 box of mineral water (I 2 boldest 0.45 DN1 per hot fit'

1 box of orange toles (12 bottles) 1.15 DM per bottle
For each box a deposit of 6.130 1)M will he requested.

a) Write the expression for a function that computes the
cxpen,ws, of the listed beverages. You must explain the
meaning for each vzirlable included.

I)) After Iftflkinklat the needs of pi evious parties, the st hoot
party committee (lel 1(1(41 to htiv 1 of f of hevcragrt;
including. 7 boxes (01 0,,''w,ral s.v,lier, M boxes 01 coca -cola awl
the remainli! Imwttics of o juice
Write of re ..-cpressinti In «tiopute the t tta for all bcvcraEc

I 80
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to iw paid to the shop when the bottles are put el lased,

c) Write a 1M program thm allows the shop to compute tlw
charge for the beverages. You clout need to consider any other
type of beverage. Identity the input and the output In your

progrant.
Using t hi program, t ompute tlw cost of the bt.!%Craf.I.i.", fortlIr

school party.

(1) The Fitly ('uinwi 1St) giu-,ts. If the
admission price Is fixed at 2:50DM per person. are the income
from adniksions enough to compensate fur die party ex-
penses, if we take In account the cost of the beverages and a
charge of 156 DM to pay for the staff (1.1:alters. waitresses etc)?

el park' committee derided to adjust the atItithil-lott

pl it.e of drr to balance the patty eNprii,;e:,, but without ant.
profit. Using 11w previous etimploe new admission
price, but with an incrroce over the previous in ice not !diger
than what ic; needed.

2)There follows a problem from a written test, anti the answer front

pupil Pabian:

1

In a written leg , rripir,,.it'd to SS Litt' ar pi 1

thr following. problem (x, Y '. I ----- (2 N 4" I. 2x
I Irre two selected air-Awl',
Martin' I. f, S A,,) A,) I, Et, A

Elkabet I ,S,1 A ( A, A A I I. L., i A,1( A

IP 1

t.
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al Verily the col reetness of the answers.
h) What is the fastest program?

note: Ow ansteers of Martin and Elisabeth arc air Wert in flu, code of the
rerysterrnachine langur/qv: if we hone for instance two counters, 1 and : ,

urul if we count bakwards one by WIlr in r winter 2, tee write S2 (S mean!:
.subtracting): if after this tee count forward, one by one. in counter 1.

Ai (A incatts addiny). so, lor one loop, tre tutil write (S,A,); but, ro in
titucue that tiv Made (IS many loops cis necessary load register 2 is zero.
tee will Write (8/1,)

Fabian answer

rt)

,a,,4-t,,, 0 , , /A}
yy

44.-Ab

dr(CtSt,,Fie_6,,te, 1.-41,4e4e7,1(jal

'.1;t11111.r. )11 t crnrccl .11111 linrelCrer ht

A x1)=1 )-',,:t.,01

( ()( ?-kW

44LrItIi r 1.

otrryteraer-if ..h:Oeln I'

144' "'" fl' gt.." ti , D_LI 141.;:ri I (.4.14

21/ ,k1; s.-01-de!

I tri'..!

BEST
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Elisabeth solution is correct, because she obtained the initial

result, but she did not tested the law of distribution.

1))

P.4 y, .t 2 .4,', )
,Y0, X, -ILI ,(2, 4 4 4,),4 1fj.4)(;)

,t (1. 4 Y

1:it

jj, 4rlf...#*41,1, (.64

444 &v.'s co('

couPtAi*

=

co"

ieSly, Le"

NLatin's uottptit4nott<, dre I, r,ter me-e he used the hi.v of

t.ti thution ;_intl found the shorte:t Way, 1 1.vas able to chef l: this

comptitinv, thr
((imputation ..tte 51w.vcr 1.f( !-.11,.4 di:1 not re.

11,1-,,e11 to the re,n11-.

,j111 t /0 fritP.t 1IitIf if0111, ;1 him Hint

l' ettitpqt, 01 ' pi ,,,1111i 111 01! tit: it 1 Itif

BEST Cf,!Ai r?,4 P,r"
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complexity ol the algorithm).

3) Another question from a written test and some answers for item
4):

I) In the program (, S, A, A, A, ")" is missing. To get a the
program sint;ix correct there is more than one way to place Owl".
Indicate these ways.

2) What functions are computed in eadt progvain?
3) For each program. write die '111.1111. ic'al eXpreSSil ill of the

corresponding function.
4) Compare the bugged program with the phrase "Er bat mieh

/11 grtilien." Ic asked to Intri. Explain tvliv in school mathemat-
ic s It makes sense to work with grammar as we have done."

iirrrhortria: -1 he phrase is anthigtious. The bracket. can he put in
h,.0 places. Also hi mathematics there exist programs that can h('
interpreted in different ways. In on lei to understand each other
(..,1,..e need gratiititr. We are able to lust& eally why sontelliiiig

wrong, het ;Aust. it doeqii't follol.t.. this or that rule. (.,.1 Thinking
phi ,),,e as 1.e can say that it is ambiguous

because one cotton, t it, missing 1,'Itat I said C mild also be
applied to programs."

/re,: -We lutist realize how Important Is punctuation, Por inctance,
II l'.'( furl of in phf c urlr parenthesis our program becomes
ill10)42,110M. Cint'S11.1 [MOW ilfitV Millpittf.' and ges
an error Another it, that the machine computer;
the exprc,Aoli hipnted tot tl . but not in the We IV that tvc 1111E10 to
f thytitc It.-
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6. Conclusions

In the classroom, pupils enjoy the work they arc doing and
show a great confidence when they deal with some concepts
considered difficult fur pupils of this grade.

The following extracts shows a teacher's viewpoint on the

ex.perier
"Pi mils know important concepts In the domain of comp iter
programming, 'Teti' know how to use. In the elementary

ironment of RM language, interaction and tool programs.
They dominate debtiggiiig, opt .iutzatton of progams (to write

functions to measure the complexity of algorithms), moch dor

programming, notions or sintax and semantics, relations
between natural languac'e anti programming language.

The concept of ftmetion, in my opinion, is well consolidated.
11) wits are able to write or ninvitom of several

t lithICS, without any difficulty. Must important is that they
do this %%Minna any fear. For me, this aspect is a new
tilscovely in the teaching of inathematies.
1-1
Classroom ambience niav be described as animated brit

serious, Many pupils are deeply involved in the lesson and
their interest Is tXplICIICIV SWAM. Sutili pipits are always
making quest ms. alining a better understandirg of the
sublect 01 their lady. arid evaluating their learning achieve-

ments.
.1

In the comfit dc.r room, to my opinion. noise is sometimes too

gre am sure that the noise protitif hv the tnafority

of ?Ir i,t<; ! (..{ I the r.f tie fnfliii41;c;11 put In
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challenges raised by their activities.'

Pupils really understand the concept of functions (of several
variables), In what concerns algebra, the experience has shown
that pupils are able to use symbolization. As they learn these
curricular matters through the use of computers and their pro-
gramming, which includes the syntax and semantic of program-
ruing latguages and the complexity of algorithms, this additional
items of the proposed curriculum do not cause problems in what
concerns the fullfilling of the "normal" curriculum.

"Pupils are much more successful in the normal fields (like
proportions, percentage, word problems)" as compared with con-
trol classes, according to the leader of the project.

A
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Integrating Informatics in the
Mathematics Curricula

1. The School

This experience was carried out at the scientific Licco 0. I).
Cassini, a post-compulsory education secondary school, in
which students range 14 to 19 years old. It awards a diploma of
maturita scientifica. preparing for university studies. This
school is situated in the centre of Genoa, having about 1100
pupils and 90 teachers.

In the first year of this experience (1989/90) participated 82
students tram 3 classes. They had ages from 14 to 16 years old
arul were attending the first year of secondary education. The
experience continued in the following year, with the same classes
(now in the second year). considering new topics. concepts, and
procedures. And new first year classes begun to be involved as
well.

There were no special criteria In the selection of classes to
participate in the experience. which can be regarded as
representative of Ikea population. The students conic from an
heterogeneous socio-et onounical environment, most of 111(.111
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belonging to middle class families.
The two first years of Italian scientific liceos (forming the

biennio) provide a completion and a deepening of the subjects of
the previous compulsory school level and provide the
introduction of Latin as a school subject.

As in most Italian liceos, mathematics is regarded as an
important subject. In the first year, students have 5 hours of
mathematics classes and in the second year they have 4 (but 5 in
the experimental classes involved in this experience).

2. Aims

Computer science ideas were used to foster mathematical
objectives. In a first phase, from September to December, the
students learned how to work In the computer environment. It
was sought that they would draw out on knowledge acquired at
previous school levels to:

a) make conscious use of numerical calculations:
b) develop abilities such as singling out and building relations

and correspondences, generalizing simple situations, reasoning
on abstract concepts, and using a rigorous language:

c) use written materials such as textbooks and manuals.
In a second phase, from January until the end of the school

year. it was sought that students would:
dl recognize the variables of a problem and describe Its

solution through an algorithm:
c) use the computer as a "non intelligent.' instrument and

show flexibility in the use of programming languages.
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3. Material and Resources Used

3.1. Hardware

In this experience were used 10 IBM PC XT computers.
printers, overhead projector and data show.

3.2. Software

The software used was the spreadsheet Lotus 1 2 3 and the
programming language Turbo Pascal.

Lotus 12 3 is one of the most widely used commercial general
purpose programs. As in all spreadsheets, it enables to handle
numerical data, generated by algebraic or transcendental
functions and relate data generated by different expressions, It
also permits to draw the respective graphical representations.

Turbo Pascal is a quite popular version of this programming
language enabling the construction of all sorts of mothematical
and non mathematical algorithms. It is widely used in
introductory informatics courses at secondary and university
level.

3.3. Supporting Materials

For the computer science topics the students used
photocopied notes prepared by the teacher. including a mini-
glossary and worksheets. Also used was a MS-DOS pocket
manual. For tlw mathematical topics they used the regular
lexthook (I3ate11l & Moretti, Matematica sperimentale, Le
Monnierl.
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4. Overview and Curricular Context

This experience was conducted by Ivana Chlarugi,
secondary school mathematics teacher, as part of the activity of
the GREMG (Gruppo Ricerca Educazione Maternal lea Genova,
with Prof. Fulvia Furinghetti as director), which is canying Out
the project "Integration of Computer Science and Mathematics".

In Italy, the Ministry of Education is developing a new
curriculum for the first two years of secondary school which
contemplates the introduction of elements of computer science
within the mathematics program. Since 1985. a widespread
program on teacher training in computer science has been
undertaken. Now, teachers are encouraged to design and realize
experimental courses, officially supported.

In this experience, the mathematics contents included set
theory and logic, binary relations, and tabulation of functions.
The computer science contents involved notions about the MS-
DOS operating system. use of the spreadsheet Lotus 1 2 3.
algorithms and programs, Pascal language. and notions of
sequence, decision, cycle.

5. Description of the activity

5.1. Teaching and learning siyles

Students worked in groups in the computer laboratory (in one
hour sessions). They worked as a whole group in the classroom
and. In the afternoon, worked individually at home.
In the Initial phase of work, the individual evaluation was not
particularly stressed. and tviv:, mainly carried orally. Later on.
and hpying in mind the final evaluation, items concerning
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computer science topics were included in the written tests.

In learning the MS-DOS basic commands, the material was

Best delivered to the classroom during the regular classes.

Afterwards, in the computer lab, the students were given a

worksheet specifying several tasks, such as format a diskette

aui print a (liter luny lite.
This activity wiu; organized as an experience "survival in the

management of computer resources", It was intcurled that the

students should get used in decoding the information contained

In written instrtI( lions. They had to read the task, look up in a

mini-glossary the definitions of the new words, and check out in

martial the commands necessary to execute it,

Lotus I 2 3 was te.;ed for 1 hour a week for collective work, plus

tlw time required for individual revision. For example, in one

activity the students were given Ow serp write which the first

term is 1 /a and the kilt term is obtained subtracting I from the

product of tiw (k-Ilth term with a+I. Then, they were asked to

construct with paper and pencil the four first terms and describe

the behaviour of this sequence. Afterwards, they s.were asked to

use the spreadsheet to organize a table to compute the first 40

terms of the st_ lot a..2.3,4.5,6.7.8,9, study the behaviour

of the sequences and try to give an explanation for the anomalies

eventually found.
The aim of the activity with Lotus was to provide aui easy w,,y

of Introducing 1 he computer, in a non sophist Icat(!d

environment, before Introducing the elements of Pascal. The

laster of 1,o"'; was not a primary objective butt mostly a mean

of introducing informatics.
in the serf ind phase Of the experience the subject of functions

was s'..talicd In the language of geometry (properties Invariant
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finder given traumformation%), In the languagc of algein a
(representation of various situations and symbolic.
manipulation), and in the language of intoratics (including
algorithms t, rid its representation in flow char's in Italy also
called bassi-Schneidermatm c hat is and in a programming
lnttg t taw!),

Tin. problem then become to express a transformation
process through a latiguage with certain characteristics lust
using the concept of sequence. This involved a cat chit study of
the variables of the problem. Then, the problem was translated
into a Turbo 1':(,t al program. Thu analysts of algorithms was
afterwards enlarged. including the cone pts of decision and
cycle, and the respective translation!:

In this second phase, the work %vas not so much guided step
by step as in the lit-A one. It wets. deemed advisable that the
shalents should be Priem waged to develop Ow ability to organize
their study and to assvoblc the matevials they have been
provided with

Both regular mathematics classes and laboratory classes had
as objective to foster mathematical abilities and knowledge. A
sIgnif:rant (wimple of this Integration was the caress: on the
informal approach to real numbers, the problem of their
reprc3cntation and of approximation. The laboratory activit,'
stressed the need of facing Ihese topics and thus added
motivation to learning, Analogously, the more sophisticated
concepts of structure and closure of operations are approached
(informally) In the informatics environment.

rho most relevant change In the regular class pattern was Iii
the discipline. Students become more noisy and. at times,
insuboulinate. They like to cliste.,-, ;Imola!, I foil, even when It Is
net .,-ary to be quiet and follow the lesson of the teulter.
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ii.eteurd of ithe ctlfeity

In the work with Lotus I 2 3, tiw lirst task given intended to
allow at overview or the pos,,11)11111es of the program. The second
was conceived to present the tise of graphics :11111 «noplete the
picture regarding the notions In the students' manual. Tasks
three and lour required the search tor more complex
for gcnerall/Ing, promoting hecades a complete autonomy in
e-ang the computer. Task 5. Indicated III the prcvloic-; section,

'WAS trA.;1111(1.1 11'. (41111-11151Ve.

The computer I:vas called upon hv the studr.tits merely In
perform repetitive tasks. Awl the teal her ir,ed it to !.boss the
diffeleriec between label and value awl the Marl ence between
absolute and relative copv Emphasis was ,',to on the 101111Wing
observations: (a) traetions arc approximated bv a decimal
number. (1) approximations of different 111111111rs can poduce
the -,.ante re!allt, and () very forge awl civ small numbers MI
.11),;(11tur valf fel are not ac( enter] by the computer ,.(111(.11 goes In
ovcrilow and underilow. It was observed that the computer is
()lily able to represent numbers expreywd :r. iratiotc,
denominator is a power of 2, ()Mei wise k will approximate a'id
cause problems of propagation of errors_

It is felt that new and old Ideas are learned quite In the dine

way. Nevcrtlicluss the motivation oftvred by the computer make.,
a difference in some topics

Students did not eneounief partictliar dinicattics. Thu major
prillitit is that they are not able to tarry out an aitilvicitlai
rctircfina alter the irt;son It they do not hate a romptilcr at honic.
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prOjetS. 011C is ,,tatistict-; and the other is Sr,tent Dynamics. -riik

means iciitod of simulation for the ',11(1!,, of the structure and
behaviour of systems Involving feedback loops. This Is a new trend

In the teaching of mathematics In secondary education that Is now

being studied In several countries.
This hutch expel intent with the alit Of verifying if Ihe

package WI-Dynamo is well stilted to the teaching of that subject

matter In I If it grade classes started Itt 19£-IFV89 with two

add(' classes. This year (1(189/0'11 two new classes entered the
experiment, with six teachers now Involved In teaching System
Dynamics ',sing VLI-Dynanto.

The ex! wriment has been tot e liteted in the stream ...Redline:di

()I the Mitch secondary school system: next year It will be
expanded to the stream 15 (humanities).

5. Description of activity

5.1. Teaching and learning fityles

al The subject Is (alight for approximately 20 lesSmr;, In the

first 10 lessoivi, students work on the first models of the hand-
book, deveIoping the activities proposed. These consist chiefly of

changing the alms of parameters and making t),her
modifica t ions. Teachers follow the work, make new proposals, and

colt, Mel class disettF,ctons where appropriate. Pupils spent iota
of their ti..Ine out the computer, working in groups of two. experi-

menting. giving and rhaneing values amid asking for graph and

tables.
Through the experiments with different models, student,.

begin to under,tand that ,-;everal models have the same structure.
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in diminguisit between stably luid iaistabit: equlllirr Mut and to
recognUe the differet we between linear and exponential growth or

In the second series Of 10 lessons e more complex model Is built
anti studied and the teacher g(VCS a more detailed explanation of
how a complex kind of in xlel Is built. In these lessons students
begin to be more confident and take more initiatives on the
modification of the models inch ided in the handl, iok.

hi "Tic (la matt er and VU -Dynamo software are used as tools,
titcl the programming aspect is not stressed at all. "Me emohasis
is put on the process of modelling, in its several aspects and
phases.

5.2. Record of activity

a) The cooling-off of a cup of coffee
This is one of the first models investigated by the students. The

concrete situation to he stitched is the cooling-oliofa cup of coffee.
it is natural to suppose that the decay of the temperature of the
coffee depends on:

temperature of the colter
the temperature of the room
the shape and other characteristics of the cup

The model built in 11w VU-Dynamo program follows Newton's
law, that says that the cooling-off speed is proportional to the
difference between the collee 1(.1111311A kt u-c and the room tempera-
tun,. So we can see that the higher the temperature of the coffee
the faster is the cooling-speed, but at the same time, the faster the
cooling -speed the lower Ow temperature of the roller. One or more
of these feedback-loops are always pre,;ent in the modeh studied

2(14
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in the handbook. This feedback-loop can Lit represented by the
diagram

coffee temp.

4-

-l-

eading-4)ff speed

The equations describing the cooling-off process arc

coffee zn. coffee - dt " cool_speed
cool_ speed constant * (coffee - room)

In the screen, the program to !-Intulate this process appears as

1,.14411YrrItrier14.14.14*P1.1411.01Mrdt.P1+;

441,14ttftlYffffthWYPfir.flIffIV.PPIYfft'l... ; I 1

: ; I , : ,

r.1. 4(r rfr.1

I 14
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\cites.
We !-.ec that in this example the hilltal (line with ietter n) coffee

temperature is set at 90 degrees, the room temperature Is fixed at
20 degrees and the constant of the cooling-off speed Is fixed at 0.2
(lines beginning with letter c).

The lines beginning by I are reserved for the expressions giving
the level of one variable as a function of time. In this case, coffee
temperature as a function of time

The line beginning by r denotes the expression defining the rate
Al change

:'hr lines beginning by the words SPEC, PRINT and PLOT mean
w data the student is asking the program to compute and show.

In this case. student defines the step dt as 1 second. and the upper
limit of the time as 20 seconds. Ile is asking for the printing of the
coffee temperature and of the cool_spccd every two seconds
(prtper=2) and also for a plot of the coffee and room temperature
and of the tool -speed in the range (-100.100).

0

::11FIE:'.1:0 I:G.

t

;:it. I. :

2 0tv
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After a <return> by the user, the requested table is displayed:

11:1 COFfrf CUOSP:

0,C0C4 90.000 20 000 -14,000

I.COJ

4.170'0

64.ECO 20.00

e0A0
-8.060

13.D0J -1.V0

a CCX 31444 20,0;88 -2.119

10.M:0 27.51( 23.003

1i.0:10 24.1110 20.E9 0.06?

C.C10

ILA:0 .1.9'o N.Cir
H.! {,',1 11.2(1 0.2:?

iC.CQ -0.1[1

In this example. students can change the initial temperature
of the coffee, the temperature of the room and also the value of the
constant and investigate how they influence the process. Sure,
they can also modify the equations, if they want to try a different
model of the cooling-off process.

b) An ecological model
Towards the end of the twenty lessons, a inure complex model

is Investigated by the students. In the Kaibab plateau. the
development of a deer population. threatened by mountain lions.
depends on the food available on the plateau. Students study how
we can progress [ruin a simple model to a very complex one with
several leedhack- loops. and learn the process of lesigning !melt
models step hy step. In (his case. the steps arc five:
1) ()Hy the (leer populattini Is con!:!dercd.
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2) We add a constant number of lions and they live by hunting deer.
3) The number of mountain lions is variable they are born and
die and the government creates a premium on killing lions.
4) We add the food to the model.
5) The amount of food is variable, as a result of extreme grazing.
So the killing of the lions, increasing "too much" the deer popula-
tion, resulted in extreme grazing, less food and a decrease of the

number of deer in the Kaibab plateau.

5.3 A written test

After 20 lessons, students did the following written test:

The library
The number of books owned by a library is not always the same. Each

year there are books damaged or not returned. Other books are taken out

because they are replaced by new ones in better conditions. The library
receives also a subsidy for the acquisition of new books.

For this situation we can design the following flowchart:

subsidy 9

number
of books

book prices

book
acquisitions

? 9

books break
down

C
,
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As you see in the diagram, the number of books is a function of two
variables, the book acquisition and books break down. The first one is a
function of the subsidy and of the book prices. Question marks can
represent a + or a -.

1 Make a copy of the flowchart, replacing the question marks by the
correct signs.

One library has 5000 books at 1st January 1990. Experience has shown
that each year, for several reasons, 20 % of the books are removed
completely from the library. City Hall gives a subsidy of 15000 Dutch
gulden each year. The average price of a book is 30 gulden.

2 Make a forecast of the evolution of the number of books . Justify your
prediction.

3 Copy the following grid and fill the blank spaces

year ; books out

0 5000 1

i

1

1
1 1

2
3 i

4

in

When we are dealing with a dynamic model, as in the case of this set of
books, VU-Dynamo can be a good support.

4 Write a dynamo-model called BIEB 1 to simulate the situation of this
library. Make a forecast of the results with a graph and a table. Let the
model compute for 20 years. Run the model and revise your answers to
question 3. Save the model with the name BIEB1NN. where NN represent
the two first letters of your last name.Print the progam in paper, write
your name and give it to the teacher.
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5 Make anther choice for the initial number of books, for instance
10000 and 15000. Study the development of the books. Write your
comments.

6 The number of books seems to stabilize around 2500. for any initial
number of books. Why 2500?

7 With a new management, books taken out of the library decreases
to 15%. What is the new level of stabilization? Explain your answer.

8 Use now the new model and revise your answer to question 7.

Every year the prices of the books raise 5%, and the subsidy increases
500 gulden.
To understand what are the consequences to the number of books we
need to make some changes in the program

9 Change the initial model BIEB1 in order that it includes the book
price rises and the growth of the subsidy of 500 gulden per year.

10 Find. for the modified model, the new results for the number of books
of the library. Write your conclusions.

Save the model under the name of B1EB2NN. Print the model in
paper, write yoL: name and return it.

The City Hall decides to give at the 1st January 2000, an extra subsidy
for the number of books in the library on 2010, January 1 to be the same
as on 1990, January 1.

11 Use the model BIEB2 to find the value of the subsidy.
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6. Conclusions

The students are motivated doing modeling with VU-Dynamo.

They ask for more time to have the possibility of working more

deeply with the program.
Pupils are eager to work with this new subject matter that is

to some extent difficult. They feel this type of work as a challenge,

and this is also true for the teachers, because for them this subject

is also new.
The use of the computer with this program allows the study of

concrete problems not analytically solvable, because the com-

puter makes numerical approximations. Another advantage is

that the results are shown not only in tables but also as graphs.

One interesting feature of this computer use is the changing of

perspective, from the solving of equations in this case differen-

tial equations to the set up of the equations needed to

investigate a given problem situation. This is the case when
students build and modify models of the situation with VU-

Dynamo.
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Linear and Exponential Growth
with a Modeling Tool

1. The School

The Sancta Maria Instituut is a comprehensive secondary
school located in the Flemish part of Belgium. at Deuene in the
suburbs cf Antwerp. It is an ancient school founded 160 years
ago. Nowadays, the school has five hundred students, ranging
from the 7th to the 12th grade, in classes of an average number
of 20 pupils. The grade range corresponds to the Belgian
secondary level and pupils are aged from 12 to 18 years old. The

students' social background is mixed but mainly the parents
are from the middle class and several work in commercial
businesses. The pupils intend to follow their studies at the
University.

Regarding the 80 teachers currently teaching in the school

not all of them have full time occupation within this school and
several teach part time in other schools as well.

The Sancta Maria Instituut is a free school, one of the 75%

of the Flemish secondary schools which are not attached to the
state or to local authorities. It is run by Catholic Education, a
branch within the free schools. The school is for girls only: this

215 77! C. n
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is quite common within the Catholic Education schools.
The school management is free to Wan the purchase of the

equipment and to draw up policy regarding educational issues.
Five years ago, the first computers were used in school

activities and presently there are three computer rooms
equipped with either 10 or 16 computers, and rooms with one
or two computers assigned to specific subjects.

The computers are currently used in informatics.
mathematics and sciences classes. Three mathematics and
three sciences teachers use computers within their lessons on
a regular basis.

2. Aims

Particular and more general curricular goals were drawn by
the teacher for these activities.

a) To foster the understanding of concepts related to
functions such as domain, limit of a function, asymptotes and
derivative.

b) To deepen pupils' understanding on monotony, namely
linear and exponential growth.

c) To be aware that linear and exponential functions can
model and approximate real world phenomena.

d) To enlarge the understanding of linear regression.

3. Material and Resources used

3.1. Hardware

During the performing of the activities 10 PC compatible
computers with 640K RAM and mono-chromatic monitors
were used.
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3.2. Software

MathCad is a program that features several facilities. It can
be easily used for modeling. It deals, for example, with variables,
formulas, text and plots, showing some similarities to a
spreadsheet.

To illustrate the MathCad facilities, an example is described.
This example is the file that students worked with (GROE11),

when they first studied linear and exponential functions.
The following problem was written at the beginning of the

file
"Each of two brothers purchased a pony, on the same day.

One month later they compared the weight of the two animals.
Hans' pony increased 10 kg whereas Wim's increased 25%.
Two months after the date of purchase they again compared
the weights and they were equal. Han's pony was 10 kg more

than in the previous month and Wim's pony showed an
Increase of 25 96.

Search for the weight two months after the ponies were
bought."

n .-= .. 5

II (n) := 40 + n.10

100

H (n)

40
0 n 6

G :=

< Fill in >

n = H (n)

< Press F9
and check
your result >
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The variable n is defined in order to assume the integer
values from 0 to 5. Below is a plot area where a line graph is
drawn. G is defined as a matrix, to be completed by the pupils
with the various weight values. The message on the lower corner
on the right instructs Mathcad to perform the calculations,
printing tables with the values of n and H(n).

3.3. Other Supporting Materials

The students were given several worksheets reproducing
the Math Cad files screens, where the problems were written
along with incomplete tables and graphs.

Measurement tapes were also used.

4. Overview and Curricular Context

Gerda Timmermans was the teacher who designed and
carried out the activities, during the academic year of
1988/1989, with several 12th grade classes, usually with 20
students aged 17 years. Nowadays, she is working at the
institution in charge of the introduction of informatics into
schools, all levels but universitary, belonging to Catholic
Education, the Pedagogical Steering Group for Informatics in
Catholic Education.

The people working within this institution, responsible for
grades 10 to 12, did a survey trying to identify the
mathematical subjects and software more suitable for the
integration of informatics in the curriculum of mathematics.
The development of materials and the implementation of
teacher training courses followed the survey. The activities
described in this case study resulted from this work.
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In Belgium the number of weekly mathematics lessons is
variable, from two to eight, according to the university courses
that pupils intend to follow after leaving secondary school.
Some classes spent nine lessons of 50 minutes to perform the
activities using this software, covering topics such as statistics,
whereas others only took three lessons. This case study
focuses on the first five lessons, corresponding to the aims
stated in part 2.

All the mathematical themes studied in these activities are
related to linear and exponential functions which are curricular
subjects within the Belgium curriculum.

Pupils were introduced to several problems, some of them

based in real world situations, and each problem had a
corresponding file, already set up by the teacher, which
modeled the problem. The students keyed into the computers
the suitable data for later calculation.

Pupils' prior experience in using computers included the
Introduction to the PASCAL programming language, during
the informatics classes in the 1 I th grade. Besides this very few

students had prior experience in using computers at the school

or even at home.

5. Description of activity

5.1.Teaching and Learning Styles

All the activities were performed during regular lessons, in a
computer room or in a normal classroom. When using the
computers, the students were in groups of two and each group
had one computer available. This was the most common
environment. The need for discussing results, that the various
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groups obtakned, led to whole class debates.
Although all the students were working within the same

subject, the problems they were trying to solve could be
different. Later, they exchanged the problems in order to work
out solutions for every proposed problem.

The time spent by the students at the computers doing
routine tasks was reduced to a minimum. They only had to key
in numerical data, use the arrow keys to move the cursor and
the F9 key to instruct the program to do the calculations. The
remaining time was dedicated to reason about the problems,
discussing several issues.

Helping the pupils whenever necessary and fostering
students' discussions and mathematical communication were
the main teacher's roles during the lessons.

5.2. Record of activity

In the first lesson, pupils were given the problem about the
weight of the two brothers' ponies ( see 32. ). After filling matrix
G, and pressing the function key F9, the screen displayed:

n:=0 ..

H (n) :=

100

H (n)

5

40 + n.10

G :=

40
50
60
70
80
90

n = H (n) =
0 40
1 50
2 60
3 70
4 80
5 90

40
0 n 6

< Fill in > < Press F9
and check
your result >
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After some comments on the linear increase, the second
part of the problem was approached in a similar way. Below the

statement of the conditions, students were asked to calculate
the values for monthly weight, to key them into the computer
and verify their assumptions. The concept of rate of change was

underlined and the students were asked to verify their values
for every month. This kind of approach provided the
opportunity to discuss the similarities and differences between

linear and exponential growth, as well as the analogies with
arithmetic and geometric progressions.

Wim's pony has a different kind of increase. Lets study it.

The initial weight was 40 kg. A month later was kg.

If we divide the weight at the end of the first month by the

initial value, we obtain the RATE OF CHANGE corresponding

to the first month.

a := 40

b:=a+a' 0.25
c:=b+b' 0.25
d:=c+c' 0.25
e:=d+d' 0.25
f:=e+e' 0.25

M :=

< Fill in >

a=
b=
c=
d=
e=
f=
< press F9 >

The rate of change corresponding to the second month is:

F2= F2=

The mathematical model was then defined as a discrete
function with a given domain.
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g := 1.25

i := 1 ..6

W (i) := a gi

160

W(i)

40
1 i 6

Later, students gave several values to the variables involved
initial value, time step. weight increase (linear) and rate of
change ( exponential) and plotted the graphs. They were asked
to change the context to population growth.

A more formal approach to exponential functions followed
focusing on asymptotic behaviour. Regarding the following
graphs, pupils were asked to write down the equation for each
asymptote.

x -3, -2.75...3

fix

f (x) :=[-1]
2

g(x):=2 x + 2

4

'4

-3 x 3

cJ 222
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30

h /

h (x) := 3x- 1

i.-,---wort-rgv.4 49-

1 (x) :41 +

12

1t')

a

- -4 -

-3 3

In the next lessons, students were given several problems
based in real world situations which can be modeled by
exponential functions. They spent two lessons solving these
problems and a third lesson to discuss the issues which arose
in the previous lessons. Each problem had a file for students
use, while solving them. Pupils choose the order for solving the
problems, thus not all solved the same problem at the same
time and sometimes groups helped each other in order to
clarify colleagues' views.

Here is a list of the proposed problems along with specific
questions and comments on possible further developments:

Cellular Division
Every cell in our body . and there are millions, has its ongtn

in a single cell. This increase is possible through cellular
division. One cell generates two cells with identical DNA
structure. Find out the function that models this
phenomenon, how it increases and how many cells are there
after ten divisions.

Instead of having one cell at the beginning, assume they are
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32 and compare the two situations.

This problem caused some discussion, especially in the last
part. At first, the students were surprised about the big
difference in the number of generated cells between the two
settings, for equal time.

2 Population Increase
By the year 1650, the world population was approximately

500 millions and was increasing 0.3% each year.
Is the growth exponential? What is the value of the rate of

change?
In 1970 , the population of the world was 3,600 millions.

what was the rate of change then?
Back to 1650, how many years did the population take to

double?
When did the population reach 3,000 million? Since this

year. how many years did the population take to double?
The Earth has, approximately. 4 thousand million ha of

cultivable /and. According to experts' opinions, each human
being needs 0.25 ha to provide the necessary food. In 1965
there were 3 thousand million people and the yearly increase
was 1.8%. When do we reach the maximum population?

Pupils were givc.i graphs with the Carr-Saunders/Wilcox
and the United Nations estimations, since 1650, as well as the
U N previews, till the year 2,000, and the real population
increasing, from 1800 to 1970. They were able to relate
theoretical approaches with the reality.

4
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Half-Life of a radioactive substance
The archeologists can tell the age of a fossil skeleton from

the number of radioactive atomic nuclei.
h (i) := No . i:=ti/p
No number of radioactive nuclei at the initial instant.
tt amount of time since the initial instant.
h (i) number of radioactive nuclei at time t.
p half-1ife of the radioactive substance.

1. For a Radium isotope p = 22 years.
If there are now 1,000 radioactive nuclei, how many would it be

2, 44 and 150 years later?
2. Within a substance, there is a radioactive element with p =
1590 years. From the analisys of the substance, we know that
No --= 118. How old is the substance if N (i) is 59? And if N (i) is

113?
3. Plutonium-239 has a half -life of 24.400 years. Plutonium is
the most important substance for nuclear power stations and
atomic bombs. How much time does it take for 1 tonne of Pu-
238 to be reduced to 62.5 kg?

The next example was about electrical condensers and the
discharge time. As with the other problems there is also an
exponential law, in this case for the variation of intensity alOng

the time. Within the files, pupils were provided with the formula
expressing the law and the meaning of each variable:

-t

I (t) := /0 2 T

.10 initial intensity.
T time required for intensity decreasing to ha T.
t time (independent variable)
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As the electrical charge. Q, is I x t. it was possible to
approach the problem from this view. Pupils were asked to
calculate the total condenser charge by computing the areas of
rectangles defined in the function graph. To implement this
approach, students were given another file. A new function, I.
was defined In order to compute approximate values for the
electrical charge. This function was defined from a partition of
the interval (0, 70):
i := 0 ..n (number of intervals) n = 30

d t :=
70

(time step)

t :=
70
n

-ti

I .= I

(lower end point of each interval)

(intensity at each lower end point)

In the graph below, T is 10 and 10 is 40:
40

0
0 t 70

As the software includes facilities such as the defining of
series and integrals, it was possible to calculate Q as a series:

Q:=EIidt Q = 620.848
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The value of Q decreases as n tends to infinity. This fact

was observed and discussed by the pupils. They agreed that the
limit was a definite integral. In order to validate the assumption,
Q was defined as an integral and 1 (t) plotted.

70
t := 0, 0.2 ..70 Q:=f I (t) dt Q= 572.57

0

40

I ( t)

0
0 t 70

The last problem was an opportunity for students to deepen
concepts related to linear regression while they were trying to
find a mathematical model for another real world example.

Besides a MathCad file (GROEI8), students were given,
within a worksheet, print outs of the file and a copy of twelve
photographs of a starfish. These photos were taken at twelve
different moments of its development. In order to fill in both in

the file and on the worksheet, students measured, in each
photo. the length of an arm from the centre. The length,
expressed in milimetres, was multiplied by two because the first

values are very small.
There follows, on the next page, the first part of the tile,

followed by a student graph and the computer graph.
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starfish date length i := 1 ..12 j := 1 ..2
1 25 Jun 10 10 0
2 28 Jun 18 18 3
3 2Jul 36 36 7
4 10 Jul 60 60 15
5 13 Jul 72 72 18
6
7

17 Jul
22 Jul N := 96

180
M 96

180
22
27

8 28 Jul 240 240 33
9 1 Aug 320 320 37

10 17 Aug 520 520 54
11 10 Sept 660 660 78
12 28 Sept 1080_ _ 1080 96_

origin E- 1

<2>
x := M Number of days after the first measurement

<1.>
y := M Length

41.

t
1 x 100

student' s graph

1200

0
a

n u
a

D

a

U

1 x
i

computer graph

109
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Case Study 16 - Linear and Exponential Growth with a Modeling Tool

The next step was to find out the line that best fits the
distribution. Using the built-in facilities for linear regression,

slope (xi, yd slope of regression line for data vectors xi and yi

and intercept (xi, yi), it was easy to find the equation of the line.

To illustrate this activity, a copy of the worksheet follows.
LINEAIRE REGRF.SSIE in := slope (x,y)

b := intercept(x,y)

rechte (x) := in. x + b

y , rechte rx 1

-100
0 x 100

verschil (x,y) := (rechte (x) y) i

x = y = rechte[x ] = verschil Ex ,y ] =
i 4i i i i
o

.14*
3 A 3

1
a 6

ja :r61

,4-r 60 1613V
2t,i10

49 I- L ;r,/ c6;
96
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.46 f. J-3J 0-vis
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r
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=LV )13 b

De regressielijn beef t als vergelijking f (x)= 90, tY9 71"
- 714/4109
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4

Concerning linear regression, one last question was
proposed:

Within a set of ten students, two written tests in
mathematics and physics gave the following results:

mathematics 7 5
physics 7 4

6 3 8 10 4 6 9 4
7 5 6 9 5 5 8 4

Write down the equation of the regression line.
What is the most likely result to be obtained in physics by

a pupil who scored a 6 in mathematics?

Again, this activity was performed with little or no difficulty
as it is similar to the previous task.

Students carried out these activities over three lessons. As
stated before, not all of them were performing the same task. A
fifth lesson was devoted to summarize the results. It was an
opportunity to discuss and clarify the several issues
concerning the problems. Every pupil was free to communicate
her views to the whole class, results achieved and doubts in
order to have some feedback from the colleagues and teacher.

6. Conclusions

Students had had some unsatisfactory work with
computers in the previous year. Consequently, when
computers were suggested as a tool for learning mathematical
concepts, a lack of enthusiasm was noticed by the teacher. As
the activities went on, the pupils' first opinion towards
computers began to change. They were pleasantly surprised
and although pupils felt that the methodology was not easier,
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Case Study 16 Linear and Exponential Growth with a Modeling Tool

they found it appealing and worthwhile. The whole atmosphere
during the lessons was pervaded by students' interplay and
active work. In the last lesson, the discussion focused on many
mathematical themes as well as their connections with real

world phenomena. Students were able to discuss these issues
in a deeper way than usual, maybe because the computer was
used as a tool, allowing the students to devote more time to do
other activities rather than the monotonous computing
exercises.

This is confirmed by Gerda Timmermans. After the first
lessons, pupils' speed of progression throughout the activities
increased along with pupils' facility in handling the means to
solve the problems. She also thinks that pupils had a better
understanding about the concept related to exponential
functions, resulting from the methodology used during these
lessons. Overall she thinks that the time spent doing the files

had a very rewarding outcome.
Besides Gerda Timmermans, no teacher tried these

activities but several showed interest in using a similar kind of
approach and are currently working towards this goal.
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Using Computers in Mathematics Education
A collection of case studies

Computers have been regarded for the last ten years as one of the
most promising factors that can influence education, and many projects
both within the European Community and elsewhere have been carried
out to study, in one form or another, their educational potential and
implications. Quite sophisticated investigations have been reported in
mathematics education research journals and congresses. Many
proposals have been put forward in teachers' periodicals and meetings.
But little is known about what is really happening in the field. What is
going on in the classrooms? Are there many teachers actually using
computers? What are they doing?

This book is intended as a collection of significant and diverse
classroom experiences concerning the use of computers in

mathematics education, at middle and secondary school levels.


